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Executive Report of

The Dean's Grant Projects:

A Descriptive Analysis and Evaluation

Introduction

Dean's Grant Projects (DGPs) were started in 1975 under the leader-

ship of-Dr. Edwin W. Martin, then head of the Bureau of Education for the

Handicapped,* to encourage teacher-education programs
to.prepare all their

graduates to work under the new conditions established by Public Law 94-

142. ,The grants, intended to support faculty development and curriculum

change in pre-service teacher-education prpgrams,-have been relatively

small (the average is just above $40,000 annually); they are not enough

to underwrite all the operationj_ofteacher education, but they are a

significant resource for deanf-of education when used ifl carefully tar-

geted ways.

In 1979-80, the year in which most data reported here were gathered,

112 DGPs were operating in 42 states, the District,of Columbia, and 2

territories. From 1975-1980 a total of 205 DGPs were funded. These in-

stitutions prepare about 38 per cent of the new teachers of the nation.

For the 1980-81 year, 141 DGPs, including 51 totally new projects, are

in operation in 45 states. The DGPs are linked through aNational Support

Systems Project (NSSP), which is directed by Prof. Maynard C. Reynolds, at

the University of Minnesota. The NSSP conducts regional and state meetings,

offers assistance to individual projects, links OGP work to other national

activities, and publishes materials that help DGPs to carry ou,Ltheir plans

and to disseminate project products. Eight regions, each headed part time

by a dean (or former dean) of education, are included in the NSSP structure.

What Goes On In DGPs?

Two things always happen in DGPs:

Faculty development: through literature, conferences., retreats,

seminars. Emphasis tends to be on faculty awareness and know-

ledge during the first and second years of DGP operations; later

emphasis shifts to definite performances, attitudes and needed

collaborative relationships.

*Dr. Martin now serves as Assistant Secretary for Special Education and

Rehabilitation Services of the Department of Education. Dr. Thomas Behrens

has been the staff officer in charge of Dean's Grant Projects for their

entire history.
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Curriculum development: usually includes new courses and/or new
elements in existing courses; quite often it involves important
and even total revisions of entire programs. Curriculum changes

tend to follow a continuum of attending, first, to identifying
needs, then to planning and, finally, to implementing the changes.

Procedures that seem to work well include the following:

Use,of DGP resources in small amounts to support many faculty
activities rather than to support a small project staff.

Strong leadership by the dean.

Systematic involvement of all faculty members.

Use of parents, handicapped persons, and "outside" educators as

advisers.

Use of highly reputable, "regular" faculty members as leaders.

Procedures that do not work well include the following:

"Ownership" of the project held in the special education depart-

ment.

Just adding on a course" from the special education department.

What are the indirect or "spin-off" results of DGPs?

Better understanding and cooperation by special and'regular
education faculty members.

More systematic approaches to major curriculum innovations.

More cooperation with state departments of education and state-
affiliates of the American Association of Colleges for Teacher

Education.

More directed use of sabbatical leaves for faculty members.

What can be expected of DGPs in their first 3-year cycle?
-

Significant progress infiaculty awareness.

Significant progress in planning curriculum revisions.

Adoption and pilot testing of new curricula.

Beginning impacts upon students (by secdhd or third year).

6



What can be expected of DGPs in their second 3-year cycles (years 4-6)?

Full execution of plans that were developed in the first cycle.

Full evaluation, revision, and refinement of programs.

Extension of the project activities to all parts of teacher

education.

Documentation and dissemination of project results.

Should DGPs be funded beyond 2 cycles ( 6 years)?

The general answer of advisers to the DGP program is, "No".

"But" with occasional exceptions in the case of truly exemplary

projects that have planned long-range evaluative studies, including

follow-up of graduates.

What are the reactions of students and community educators to DGPs?

Positive, even excited, about developments.

Much inquiry: "What's happening?"

Quality is demanded. "If it's just 'more of the same', forget its"

What progress has been made?

A survey of all projects (111 of 112 projects responding) in Spring 1980

showed the following results for projects in years 4 and 5:

Per cent having made
significant or
complete changes

Curriculum changes 72

Faculty knowledge re Public Law 94-142 87

Student knowledge re Public Law 94-142 88

Broad program changes accomplished 58

Practicums revised 42

After 3-4 years of operation, DGPs are demonstrating nearly a 90 per cent

level of accomplishment in faculty and student "awareness and knowledge", and
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about 70,per cent in curriculum change. More than half the DGPs have made

broad. programmatic changes in response to Public LaW 94-142. Less than

half (42%) have accomplished goals in revising practicums, but that may be

expected in view of the DGP emphasis on faculty awareness and curriculum

change. Progress has been much better in some areas, notably, elementary

education,-than in others.

The Dean's Role

The grants put deans of education in a critical role, that of advocate

of curricular reform Dr. Edwin W. Martin's original program announcement
(July 25, 1974) was direct in asking the dean's assistance "as a change

agent". Many federal grants to co1leges,and universities have been described

as "marginal and autonomous" or only "loosely coupled", quickly dissolving

when funding ceases; the Dean's Grants are different. They are lodged with

persons in the central position for planning, persuading, and negotiating

for deep and lasting change. What's the result? A coordinated study in the

field by University of Oregon researchers shows the following:

Deans are more involved in the project, much more than could have

been expected. They are not just present; they are direct persuadees

and mediators. Day-by-day management is usually left with a project

coordinator, but the dean functions as the major figure.

Deans have immediately linked the grant activities to larger goals of

the education unit and college, a primary consideration in the in-

stitutionalization of any change..

Deans also have linked the grant to state-wide activities in teacher

education, certification, and accreditation.

In sum, the assumptions made in giving these grants to deans of education have

been fulfilled.

The Curriculum

The curricular changes undertaken as part of DGP actlities have varied

greatly but attempt§ have been made to define the common 4 dy of practice

required of teachers under Public Law 94-142. The resultAs the definition

of 10 clusters of capability; it-is now quite widely agreed that teachers

should be given preparation in these capabilities. In a survey of DGPs on

whether these areas of work were emphasized by their projects, the following

percentages were reported:



"Clusters of,
Capability"

Curriculum - a broad orientation to
curriculum and how to modify it for

individuals

Teaching basic skills - all teachers
need preparation to teach the literacy
skills plus basic life maintenance and
personal development skills

'Consultation - using consultation in
studying individual children and designing

alternative educational programs

Parent-school relationships - understanding

families and skill in communicating with

parents, with emphasis on minority group

families

Class management - skill in maintaining

attention, order, and "favorable climate"

in the classroom

Individualized teaching - including diagnostic

procedures and systematic approaches to

individualized instruction

Exceptional conditions - basic 'knowledge of

exceptional conditions and classroom procedures

for accommpdation; includes orientation to

collaborative work with specialists

Referral and observatiOn - procedures and

obligations for using specialized resources

Student-student relationships - helping
nonhandicapped children to understand and

accept handicapped classmates

Legal requirements and professional values -

training in due process requirements,

orientation to related ethical issues

Percentages of DGPs
working in area and/or
wanting help

76.8

70.0

74.8

74.1r,

82.9

62.0

89.7

84.7

78.0

87.8
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The Future

The topics presented below have emerged in recent discuisions among
DGP leaders and advisers who were considering the future of DGPs. Only
topics that call for new activities or emphases are listed.

More attention should be given to changing the preparation of
educational administrators, also to that of counselors and
school psychologists.

DGPs shoUld press for more progress at the secondary teaching level
and in the special subject fields (e.g., vocational education, music,
art, etc.).

Colleges should build into teacher-education programs the capacity to
create understanding and skill in dealing with families, especially
minorit group families.

Handica ped persons, parents of handicapped children, and representa-
tives o minority groups should be used regularly as advisers in DGP
activities at all levels.

Efforts are needed at national and state levels to establish certi-
fication and accreditation standards in teaching that relate to
Public Law 94-142.

DGPs should be extended to give attention to graduate programs in
which the -"next generation" of teacher educators is being prepared.

Special studies should be made of consortium arrangements among
colleges and of other procedures by which results of DGPs can be
extended to all teacher-preparation centers.

Conclusion

DGPs have been a sucèess in the first five years of the program. Strong
models for teacher education now exist that take into account the policies
of PUblic Law 94-142; the curricular implications of the new policies have
been explored and a new literature is being developed; and cooperative link-
ages have been established among instttutions And professional organizations
to help to disseminate new insights and products. In sum , the DGPs and the
institutions in which they operate represent a significant and growing re-
source-for the further work to be done in implementing Public Law 94-142.
Indeed, the Dean's Grant Projects.may very well have helped to open important
new perspectives on and enlist a new source of energies for teacher education
in general. With the Dean's Grant Projects, what at first may have seemed
to be marginal has, in fact, become a central force for change.

I u
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Chapter 1

Introduction

It is to the credit of the Bureau of Education for the Handicapped and

Dr'. Edwin Martin, Deputy Commissioner of the Office of Education,1 that the

program of grants to deans of colleges and schools of education was in the

planning stage even before The Education for All Handicapped Children Act of

1975 (effective October 1977) was enacted as Public Law 94-142. The Dean's

Grant Program was authorized to provide support for this law by encouraging

teacher-education programs to prepare their graduates to work under its new

mandated conditions; thus the purpose of the Dean's Grant Program was stated

as folldws:

...to reform training sequences and curricula to include compe-

tencies for responding to the individual challenges of children,

including the handicapped, who require additional attention.

The seeds of Public Law 94-142 were in the many adjudications, starting

with Brown v. Board of Education in 1954, which defined the rights of handi-

capped children and youth to,appropriate and life-enhancing education deliv-

ered according to individualized programs in the same settings, to the

maximum extent feasible and productive, witIktheir nonhandicapped peers.

These new policies held important\implications for the preparation and prac-

tice of regular classroom teachers. They could expect to be increasingly

involved in conducting diagnostic studies of handicapped students,- developing

'When the Department of Education was organized in 1980, the Office of Special

Education succeeded BEH and Dr. Martin, who had headed BEH,became Assistant

Secretary for Special Education and Rehabilitation Services. Dr. Thomas

Behrens of BEH and OSE has,been the staff officer in charge of the Dean's

Grant Projects for their entire history.
./

12
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and writing Individualized Educatlon'Plans (IEPs) for them,'consulting with

colleagues and parents about such plans, providing individualized instruction

for the students, and monitoring their progress. The policies also carried

-
challenges for school administrators (e.g., principals) and specialists (e.g.,

-,school psychologists, speech-language psychologists, and counselors).

At tile time Public Law 94-142 became effectiVe, few classroOm teachers, .

,
administrators, or specialists had the knowledge and skills to facilitate the

transition to the new roles and classroom practices demanded of them. A

massive inservice program was written into the law but the reorganization of

pre-service teacher-education programs was made a province of the Dean'a

Grant Program..

Remarkably quickly after the first,grants were awarded in 1975 and the.

fUst Denn'S Grant Projects (DGPs) begin'to operate, it became apparent that

the, purpose, of the grants could not te carried out merely by ad-ling a course

'or tw9 or expanding a practicum. Analyzing the feedback received from the

projects during their fiist two years of operation, Dr. ehrens reported :

Most of the feedback that BEH received during the first two

years was enthusiastic. However, each project reported that to

bring about the needed change--to reconceptualize the teacher-

preparation curriculum as one in which the learning needs'of

handicapped children are an integral part--ia a 'much more diffi-

d

cult and far-tenChing underaking than originally was conceived....

1

When a Dean's Grani'Project has gotten off the ground; the dean,

faculty, and students reall0e,that the project can bring about a

long overdue change in mir total educatinaLstem. Thus the

origihal modest goal of the Dean's Grant Projects has e a

13
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large one--institutional change. (Behrens & Grosenick, pp. 3-4)2 \

The two basic problems faced by the projects, according to Behrens and

Grosenick, were changing the attitudes of teacher educators toward handicapped

childen And-the laws relating to the education of these children, (Public Law

94-142 and Sections 503 an4 504 of the Vocational Rehabilitation Act 0/f 1973),

and preparing faculty members to reconceptualize and revise their teacher-

training Curricula.

Any reviewHof the Dean's Grant Projects is-inadequate if it does not take

into consideration the climate at the time they were initiated. Federal courts

in different parts of the contry were.still adjudicating disputes over the
_

elimination of segregated education for minority group students; parents of

a

individual minority children were suing school systems to return their children

from special eduCation classes to regular classrooms; middle-class white

parents were pressuring school districts to expand the number of special edu-

cation facilities for their handicapped children; culturally biased'testing

in the schoOls was under attack; the movement of the baby boom generation

into colleges and universities emptied elementary and secondary schools and

delimited employment opportunities for graduates of teacher-education programs;

and the question of how large is the genetic cOmponent of IQ was still being

"'hotly debated. When the first conference of DGP personnel was held in Minnea-
0/

polis, Minnesota, in Jaly 1075, one of the main presenters considered it

necessary to play the/role of devil s advocate for mainstreaming.3

2T. Behrens & J. K. Grosenick. Dean's Grant Projects: Supporting innovations

in teacher education programs. In J. K. Grosenick & M. C. Reynolds (Eds.),

Teacher education: Renegotiating roles for mainstreaming. Reston, VA: The

Council for Exceptional Children, 1978, 1-6.

3
M. Scriven. Some issues in the logic and ethics of mainstreaming. In M. C.

Reynolds (5d.) Mainstreaming: Origins and implications. Reslon VA: The

Council for Exceptional Children, 1976,19-65.
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In 1975, the organization of schools and colleges of'education still

followed the traditional separation of regular and special education; concep-
,

tually, physically, and psychologically. Many faculty members in regular

education programs considered themselves to be academic scholars and, thus;

they minimized any ties to public school education. In same institutions, the

windfall of federal funds to deve/op spezial education programs further

separated the tWo faculties. Thus, when DGPs were organized in'colleges and

schools of education, Many regular education faculty membeis tended to dismiss

them as anothfer special education political plum. Whatever profile of.DGPs

. . _-----
may be drawn by the objectiVe data of a review, no One can deny the rem-vkable

performance of most DGPs in opening and cormnunications_hetieen the two faculties,
'-

nurturing their cooperation, and-Setting in motion the machinery which is

leading to the_institutional and programmatic reorganiZation of institutions

that train teachers..

From the beginning of the Dean's Grant Program, the individual projects'

have been linked in a national network and six informal regional groupinga

which are supported by the National Support Systems Project (NSSP); NSSP is

located at the University of Minnesota and is directed by Professor Maynard

C. Reynolds. Each regional grouping is headed by a regional liaison (see

Table 1 for the distribution of projects by regions and the related liaisons).

Most of the data reported in subsequent chapters of this report were gathered.-

from the 112 projects operating in 1979-80.

Support activities for the DGPs have included numerous conferences at

regional and national,levels, the dissemination of information through dif-

ferent kinds of publications, technical assistance to indiVidual projects,

interproject visits, and other informal,and formal procedures to provide

information, motivation, and assistance. The NSSP, it should be noted,



Table 1-1

A7iona1 'Groupings of Dean s Grant

Northeast
DEAN CORRIGAN, LIAISON
University of 'Connecticuk
University-Of MarylLnd/
Sinmcns College
Westfield Stute College
Glassboro State Colle4e

Kean Colle,:e

Rutgers College
Bank'Street College of Education

Fordham Lniversity
Hwnter College
Natl. Alliance of Black SchlyEducators
University of Vermont

Amexicial University
Univ. of the District of Columbia

Howard University
University of Puerto Rico/Main College
College of the Virgin Islands

Central

PEPCY BA1E, LIAISO
Bradley Universit
Illinois State University
Northern Illinois- University
Roosevelt University
Southera Illinois cniversity
University of Illinois

Purdue University
Eastern Kentucky University
Marrey State University
University of Kentucky

'Central Michigan University
Univcrsity of Michigan .

College of St. Rose
SUNY/College at Brockport
SUNY/College at Potsdam
SyracUse University
4Isveland Stete-University
University,of Akron
Duquesne University
University uf Pittsburgh
University of Wisconsin-Oshkosh
University of Wisconain-Whitevater

\

Projects

The Regional Liaisons*'

Southeast
CORDELL WINN, LIAISON
lilbama A E Univiisity

Auburn University
University of Seuch Alabama

-Atlanta University
Georgia Southern College
North Georgia College
har.her-Scotia College
North Carolina Central University
Western Carolina University
University of North Carolina
Turman Uaiversity
Hampton Institute
Norfolk State College:
Old Dominion University
Virginia Commonwealth University
Virginia Union University
Bethany College
West Vieginit University

Middle

ROB G. woos, LIAISON
Arkansas State University-
University Of Arkansas/Fayettesville
University of Arkansas/PineBluff
University of Iowa
Kansas State University
University of Kansas
College of Saint Teresa
Central Missouri State University
Southwest Missouri State University
St. Louis University
University of Missouri/Columbia
University of Missouri/St. Louis
University of Nebraska/Lincoln
University of Nebraska/Omaha
University of North Dakota
Oklahoma Statte University.
Augustana College

*Beginning in 1980 two'additional regions were created

N,
the group. They are bele Scannell, Dean of Education'
Henrietta Schwartz, Dean of Education, Roosevelt Uniy;

#nd

SoUth
DIRT SHARP LIAISON
baversity of Florida
University of West Florida
University of New Orleans

Jackson State University
University of Misoissipni
University of Southern Mississippi

Memphis State University
Peabody College for Teachers of

Vanderbilt University
Tennessee State University
The University of lesoessee
North Texas State University
Southern Methodist University
Texas A & M UniversitY
Texas Southern University
Texas Tech University
Texas Womans University
University of Houston
University of Texas/El Paso

Far West

RUDEST-GILBERTS LIAISON

Arizona State-University
California State Univeriity/Morthridge
Pacific Oaks College
San Diego State University
San Francisco State University
Sonoma Stare University
Colorado State University
University of Colorado
University of Denver
University of Northern Colorado
University of Hawaii
Idaho State Univetsity
University of Idaho
Ealtern. Montana College
Oregon College of Education
#ortland State University
University of Oregon
,Utah State University
Eastern Washington University

And two new liaisons joine4
Unitersity of Kansas, and

rsity, Chicago.. Continuin

liaisons were:

Percy Bates: Assistant Dean of Education, Universi y of Michigan (on

as of August 1980 to Office of Special Educati n).

Dean Corrigan: Dean of Education (1979-80), University of Maryland.

Dean of Education, Texas A & M University, College Station.

Robert Gilberts: Dean of Education, University ok Oregon.

Bert Sharp: Professor (and formerly Dean), University of Florida.

BOb G. Woods: Dean of Education, University of Missouri-Columbia.

Cordell Wynn: Dean of Education, Alabama A & M University.

-5-
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operates with a minimal permanent staff; by depending upon professional

colleagues whose primary identifications are with other institutions and roles,

NSSP tries to maintain a very high degree of objectivity in its relations with

DGPs.

In addition to the 112 DGPs operating in 1979-80, 42 other projects were

in operation for one year or more between 1975-79. Thus, teacher education

in a total of 154 institutions of higher education has been influenced by

DGPs. The graduates of _these institutions during the five-year period represent

approximately 38% of all teacher education graduates in the United States during

the sameTeriod (see Table,2)-

The Reports

This report:is not the result of long Planning,. It grew out of urgent

Administrative concerns expressed to the NSSP in the spring Of 1980. .The need

is obvious for reports that illuminate major programs such as the Dean's Grant

Projects, which are supported by government agencies, but sometimes there is

uncertainty over who should prepare such reports and for what purposes. The

agency responsible for technical assistance, in this case NSSP, often is

in-a good position to provide descriptive information but is reluctant

to'make evaluations and public reports because they border on a monitoring

rather than assistance function. Federal agency staff, on the other hand, are

often handicapped by lack of support fundi for frequent field visits and those

other activities that are necessary to optimal monitoring procedures. Evalua-

tions conducted by outside agtci, on the other hand, too often fail to iden-

tify the real issues of the 'prdjects.



Tatle 1-2

Teachers Graduated from Teacher Education Programs in

Institutions of Higher Educatiop,'1973-74,* by

Total and by Institutions Awarded DGPs

No. Graduating
in Total Nation

Percentage
No. Graduating from Graduating from
Institutions having Institutions

DGPs having DGPs

Elementary Teachers 103,303 33,087 32.03

Secondary Teachers 12,736 5,768 45.29

lfocational Teachers 10 873 4 579 42.11

Totals 126,912 48,013 37.83

Sources: Postsecondary Education: Earned Degrees Conferred 197344, Institutional Data.
Washington,.DC: National Center for Education Statistics, 1976.

(1973-74 is the most recent year information is available by individual institution.)

18
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In the several months of negotiation and planning for this study many

persons and perspectives have joined to create what we hope is a useful report

and the first of what, now, is expected to be a continuing series of annual

reports. The outline and plans for the study and report were first explored

with the NSSP Advisory Board.4 A detailed plan w.as then discussed with Dr.

Behre s and other members of his staff and given final review by the Advisory

Board A number of descriptive and evaluative makerials, some alreadY in

preparation as the result of various initiatives, were then pulled together.

They include a series of interviews with project persennel conducted by Dean

Corrigan; a special study of the behavior of deans f ed cation as partici-
/

pants in DGPs, which Was being conducted by several staff members at the Univer-
/

sity.of Oregon (Carol Sivage, Diane Reinhard, and Richard Arends); the data

from the doctoral dissertation of Margaret Gazvoda of American University.

(with external advice by Maynard Reynolds, David Rhoads, and Robert Gilberts);

g'continuing field-based search for "what we've learned" by Joanne Whitmore;

and 4 special study being cdnducted in the Central region of NSSP under the .

leadership of Percy)3ates and Henrietta Schwartz. In addition, the contribu-

tions of DOP personnel were solicited through group interviews and mailed

questionnaires. Few of the data presented in this report can be assigned statis-

tical significance because i\their nature. In turn, die kinda of data which \

can be Presented are determ1nf1 by the kinds of activities in whidhl)GPS are

engaged (e.g., changing attitu es, encouraging cooperation, reorganizing cur-
.

ricula).

Some earlier reporti alsd should be considered in forming the total

picture of DGPs. Notable among these is, the book edited by Judith Grosenick

4
Comprising all regional liaisons plus Mrs. Martha Ziegler, Director of the

Federation for Children with Special Needs, Boston, Mass., and Dr. Dean Tuttle,

Professor, School of Special Education and Rehabilitation, University,of

Northern Colorado, Greeley, Colorado.
1 fi
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and Reynolds5 and the whole of the Journal of Teacher Education (1978, 29[61),

which deals with Dean's Grant Projects and related issues. Professor Bert

Sharp, the regional liaison for the South, provided the leadership tb realize

the journal publication. In 1979, a popular brochure, Deans' Grants, was pre-

pared by NSSP6 afid the staffs of individual projects published scores of

articles and sets of training materials between 1975-1980.7

Purposes

In the ensuing chapters of this report, its purpose is documented as

follows:

1. To describe what goes on in Dean's Grant Projects.

2. To identify the main elements of success in the projects.

3. To identify tentatively what seems to be the causes of

successes and failures of projects.

4. To examine the assumption that there is special merit in

lodging these grants with deans of education.

5. To present the main curriCuluM developments that are

emerging in the DGPs.

6. To estimate theseneral progreas of DGPs in meeting their

objectives-.

7. To discuss some of the implications of DGPs for the future.

5J. Grosenick & M. C. Reynolds (Eds.). Teacher education: Renegotiating roles

for mainstreaming. Reston, VA: The eouncil.for/Exceptional Children, 1978, 410 pp.

6Copies of the brochure and a list of about 20 o her publications-on DGPs can be

obtained by writing to NSSP.

7
See the 1980'Directory (in preparation) of DGPs to be published by the NSSP;

it lists reports and available materials of all projects.
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,This report is not a tightly designed research study but, rather, is an

account of the processes and progress of DGPs whith has been prepared for the

community concerned with these.projects. The planning process involved many

people. In its final fore, the report reflects differences in perspectives

on and values relating to Deans' Grants. Although the effort was made to be

as objective as possible, admittedly one overarching idea was to structure

something like a consensual statement on what DGPs are and how they are faring.

Only when there is some reasonable degree of concurrence among federal offiCers,

local projeOt personnel, teachers, parents, and other concerned persons is it

likely that the projects will thiive and impact strongly on'educational prac-

tices.,

IS reading the evaluation part ofthis report, it ig important to.consider

carefully,what the domain of the DGPs'is and what the appropriate criteria for

evaluation should be." Changes in teacher preparation are directed ultimately

toward improving ihelives of school children and youth through better teaching

and learning. But, clearly, it,is not feasible for every local project to be.

evaluated against such remote criteria. The'more remote the relation of the

change to ultimate objectives,.the more the problem becomes one of basic re-

search rather than project evaluation.

In the case of Dean's"Grant Projects, one can posit a long Sequence of

relations, and criteria for evaluation can be chosen it any point. For exam-

ple, consider the Schema (Table 3) that shows,nine stages of linkage between

DGPs and their ultimate Clients. Obviously, it is a very difficult undertaking,

one for which no effective method exists to demonstrate that progress at level

1 results in gains at level 9. On the other hand, it is reasonable to suppose

that even in the case of a relatively small DGP one should be able to assess

the status of Faculty Development (leVel 1) and how it relates to level 2

.(Curriculum Planning) and level 3 (Adoption of Curricular ChangeS).



9. The lives of children taught under the new conditions show

'superior long-term achievements and enhancements.

;

Children taught by teachers receiving the new curriculum learn

effectively - "gain" data refer to children

7. Students demonstrate knowledge and skill in the complex
independent teaching situation of the public schools.

6. Students develop skills in teaching handicapped children in

limited settings (practice teaching).

5. Students (teacher candidates) learn about handicapped children

and new modes of instruction for them.

4. Implementation of new curriculum

3. Adoption of Curricular Changes

. Curriculum Development

1, Faculty Development

22
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In Table 3, the box formed by the broken lines contains the first three

levels of activity which are the only levels supported by DGPs; it is at these

levels that evaluative criteria should be examined. It is not reasonable, for

example, to expect "hard data" from DGPs on the learning of college students,

to say. nothing of child-oriented data; DGPs are addressed only to faculty

development and curriculum change. It is reasonable, of.course, to expect

ehe conceptualizations offered and the actual.changes undertaken at levels

1, 2, and 3 to be consistent with the knowledge base currently available to

teacher educators.

The audience for this report should'he large and diverie. If any one

group of readers is critical it is the leadership and staff members,of the

Office of Special Education (OSE) who make the decisions on the suort or

rejection of individual projects and on the Dean's Grant Program as a whole.

They present the case'for the Dean's grant Program to administrative and legis-

lative leaders for ongoing and future supports, and they need all of the in-

formation whiCh can be provided. Considered' as partiOf the OSE staff are all

-personnel who serve DGPs in,one way or another and/he adviSers to OSE, such

as the field readers of DGP applications; given t/ he research-oriented con-

cepts of federally financed projects diet ofte govern the decisions of these

advisers; it:it essential that they and.prop sal readers attend to the descrip-

tions in this report of what goes on in pr jects and what distinguishes suc-

cessful from unsuccessful projects.. They will gain a better'basis for their

decisions from this report.

University and college.person I now conducting projects also should

find this report useful, especia ly those who are just beginning projects or

launching activities on their own without special federal funding. The report



is intended to assist them in planning their work and accelerating their

progress.in implementing the new policies on education for handicapped children

and youth.

Further, the report may be useful to achool,perSonnel (teachers, princi-

pals, and others) and parents as a demonstration of how institutions of higher

education are responding to the impact of Public Law 94-142 on elementary and

secondary public schools and thereby encourage joint planning among schools,

parents, and,institutions of higher education. All educatOrs and parents are

members of one community. DGPs represent a serious commitment to the quality

of education for all children at the local level by the institutions offering

teacher-education programs; it is important that all members of the educational

community understand this commitment.

The body of this report is organized as follows: Chapter 2 provides an

overview of project demographics and outcomes, based mainly on the study (by

Margaret GazVoda of projects operating in the 1979-80 academic year. Chapter

3 reports on some of the kinds of-activities which are included in DGPs and

offers summary judgments on the projects by personnel who were conducting

mature" projects, that is, those operating in their fourth or fifth year.

The data for Chapter 3 were collected mainly in Spring, 1980. Chapter 4, by

Joanne Whitmore, repor4 informal observations which were colleCted during

many project visits_au8 regional conferences on "what has been learned in

/
Dean's Grant Projects" and what may account for success and failure. Chapter

5 is a report of a study conducted in the Central Region of NSSP by Percy

Bates and Henrietta Schwartz. Chapter 6 is the report of a special study by

Carol Sivage, Diane Reinhard, and Richard Arends on the role of deans of

education in'DGPs. Chapter 7 reports the findings of a questionnaire survey

24
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conducted by Gazvoda on an emerging conceptualization of the curricular

implications.of Public Law 94-142 for teacher education. Finally, Chapter

8 draws on a broadly based study of the future of the Dean's Grant Projects

and the issues that they raise.



Chapter 2

Project Demographies and Outcomes

Marjorie W. Gazvoda

American University

The information presented in this chapter has been abstracted, in the

main, from the survey of 1979-80 projects conducted by M. W. Gazv a as part

of her dissertation research. Of the current 112 DGP4s, 111 p cipated in

the survey. Inasmuch as not all project personnel answered 11 estions,

the population Ns on some items show considerable variation. Gazvoda's data

are nearly complete and, therefore, they provide an important dimension in

this review.

The DGPs surveyed in 1980 were variously in their first thrOugh fifth

year of operation with almost half in their first year (Table 2-1). Specif-

ically; 53 projects, 47.7% of the total, were in their first year of operation

in 1979-80.

Those DGPs that were in the fourth and.fifth years of 4eraticr would

have gone through two major reviews, prior to 1980, because project funds

usually are awarded for 1-year cycles. Thus, projects entering the fourth year

would have submitted major applications for renewal and demonstrated sufficient

progress to warrant the awards of new grants for second 3-year cycles. Table

2-1 shows 26 such "mature" projects.

About 70% of the projects employ a Project Coordinator (usually part

time) who augments the dean's leadership. The seniority of persons filling

this role tends to be low (see Table 2-2). Project coordinators hold rela-

tively junior rank, a fact considered less than optimal by many observers.

-15-
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Table 2-1

Year of DGP's. Operation iden 1980

Year Frequency Percentage.,

1

2

3

4

5

53

21

12

3

23

112

47.7

18.3

11.0

2.8

20.2

100.0

Table 2-2

Facul.ty Rank of Dean's Grant Project Coordinators, 1980

Rank Frequency Percentage

Full Professor- 14 17.7

Associate Professor 16 20.3

Assistant Professor 26 32.9

Research Associate 2 2.5

Research Assistant 1 1.3

Instructor 10 12.7

Other 10 12.7

79 100.1
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The specializations of project coordinators are given in Table 2-3.

Somewhat over half the coordinators are special' educators which, again, is a

doubtful choice.in many instances from the viewpoint of encouraging a broad

sense of project ownership among faculty members.

Tables 2-4, 2-5, and 2-6 tabulate the data on the types of institutions -

that are hosts for DGPs and their locations and student enrollments. On,the

whole, they are public institutions, weighted somewhat toward urban locations,

,

and widely diverse in size. The median institution has an enrollment of 10,000-

20,000 students. The campuses probably are representative of teacher-prepara-.

tion institutions of higher education for the nation as 'a whole on these

variables.

Thetarget areas for faculty development and curriculum modification vary

somewhat among the projects but elementary education- heads the list with

secondary education in second place. It ia usual for the first target of a

project to be elementary followed by secondary education. Table 2-7 summarizes

the DGP curriculum target areas for 1979-80.

Responses indicate that 78 DGPs have a general Advisory Committee made

up of persons from both in and outside the institution. Project personnel

noted that such committees serve a significant role in establishing the DGP's

importance and making it a community activity. Various liaisons have been
,

established with public agencies througll the participation of representetives,

of diff ent bodies On the committee. A key.comment frequently volunteered

was that it is "important to meet regularly and-to have Specific functions."



Table 2-3
,

Major Field of Dean's Grant Project Coordinators, 1980

Field Frequency Percentage

Elementary Education 5 6.3

Secondary Education 3 3.7

Special Education 43 53.7
4.11

Administration 3 3.7

Supervision 1. 1.2

'Counseling 6 7.5

Human Development 2 2.5

Other 17 21.2

80 99.8

Table 2-4.

Type of Institutions in which DGPs are Located 1980

Frequency

Public. 89

Private Sectariad 10

Private Nonsectarian 12

111

-18-



Table 2-5

Locations of Host Institutions for DGPs, 1980

Percentage

Urban 58.2

Suburban 20.3

Rural 20.3

98.8

Table 2-6 /

Total Student Enrollment

in Host Institutions for DGPs, 1980

Category Frequency Percent

'Less than 1,000 6 5.6

1,000 to 5,000 19 l7.8

5,000 to 10,000 27 25.2
I

10,000 to 20,000 27 25.2

20,000 to 30,000 19 17.8

Over 30,000 9 8.4

107 100.0

3t)



Table 2-7

Certification Areas/Target Population, 1980

Percent

Elementary Education 95

Secondary Education 92

Special Education 54.8

Administration 42

Supervision 23

Counseling 26_

Other 25

BeCause projects often focus on more than one area,"the percentages

do not add up to 100.



Project Outcomes

When project representatives were asked to summarize the goals for and

outcomes of their projects on several brief rating scales, the highest average

rank was given to "General Awareness of P.L. 94-142," followed by "Attitudinal

Change of Faculty" and 'Curricular Revisions " (Table 2-8). The ranking of

these expected outcomes undoubtedly is related to the-length of time projects

have operated. Becanie many projects were very new in 1980, it is understandable

that their attention was then focused on general awareness and attitudinal

topics.

Respondents were given a list of 18 project outcomes and were asked to

check those on which they had made "progress to the point of observed outcomes."

The results are summarized in Table 2-9. Listed first, with positive outcomes

in 91 of 109 projects reporting, was Faculty Awareness of the Least Restrictive

Alternative concept.
Many colleges (N = 69) reported the development of a

materials resource center and a project advisory committee (l = 52). Other

high-frequency responses were Developed Field-Based Experiences, (46), Established

Continuing Project Staff (43), Team Teaching - Regular and Special Education

(40), Redesigned Undergraduate Elementary Education (38) and Redesigned.Under-

graduateSecOndary Education (34).

Respondents were asked to rate the achievement of their projects on

several basic and comnon goals in DGPs. For each goal they were asked to rank

its importance and rate it according to the following scalet

1 - not applicable

2 - not met at all

3 - met slightly, but notln full

4 - addressed extensively, but not to completion

5 - completed

4a. -21- 32



Table 2-8

Ranking of DGP Expected Outcomes

Expected Outcomes Ranking Mean

1 General awareness of P.L. 94-142 2.3 106

2 Attitudinal change of faculty 2.5 107

3 Curricular revisions 2.6 105

4 Attitudinal change of students 3.4 103

5 Programmatic changes 3.8 100

6 Organizational,changes 5.1 98

40

-22-



\\\ Table 2-9,

Project LeVels Achieved to the Stage of Observed Outcomes

N 109

Frequency of Projects

Faculty Awareness/LRE 91

Developed Materials Resource Center .

69

Advisory Committee Established 52

Developed Fie1d4.Based Experience 46

Egitablished Continuing Project Staff 43

Team Teaching-Regular and Special Education 40

Redesigned Undergraduate Elementary Education 38

New Codise-Special Education- -34

Redesigned Undergraduate Secondary Education 34

New Course-,Regular Education 33

Rediructured Existing Course Sequence 30

Credit COurse/Special Education 29

New Interdisciplinary Course 16

Restructured Department 16

New Course-Other 15-

Independent Study Course 13

Team Teaching-Other 13

Restructured College 11

Other 25

-23-
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The results are shown in Table 2-10. First-rank importante was given to

curriculum changes, followed by faculty and students' knowledge of Public Law .

94-142. On ratings of progress, knowledge by faculty of Public Law 94-142

was rated highest of all, followed by student knowledge. Curriculum changes

were described on the average as somewhere between "met slightly" and "addressed

extensiVely."

Clearly, progress has been better in elementary education than in any

other field. Those fields rated at the lowest levels were Often at level one,

"not applicable," which is to say that the DGP simply had not yet addressed

this area (see Table 2-11). The modal (most frequent) response in the voca-

tional-technical teaching area is "not applicable." In contrast, the modal

response in elementary education is "addressed"--level 4.

It is perhaps of more interest to contrast project achievements according

to the length of operation. In Table 2-12, data are summarized showing the

achievements of the projects by funding year (1-5). The.older projects clearly

show more achievement than do the beginning projects. In the projects operat-
s%

ing 4-5 years, advanced development is shown even more clearly if one lists

the percentages of them rated at level 4 and 5 on major project goals (see

Table 2-13).

In 87% of the,cases of senior projects (in 4th or 5th year of operation),

the job of faculty orientation is reported as addressed extensively or com-

plete; in 72% of the cases, curriculum changes have been accomplished. 'In

contrast, only 51% of the first-year projects have made significant curriculum

changes.



Table 2-10

Rankings of Importance and Ratings of Achievement

on Common Goals of DGPs

Rank AclievrentiRatilingt

1 Curriculum changes in teacher/education (3.4)

which provide all teachers with a basis
for working with handicapped/studenti

2 Knowledge of PL 947142 for,iaculty (3.9)

3 Knowledge of PL 94-142 for students 1 (3.5)

4 Program changes for eduational personnel

Elementary

Secondary

Vocational Technical/

School Administrator

' 'Counselors

5 Development and use of clinical experi-
ences'and practicums relating to handi-
capped students

(3.4)

(3.2)

(2.2)

(2.7)

(2.6)

(2.9)

*1=not applicable;.2=not met at all; 3..met slightly, but not in full;

4=addressed 'extensively, but not to completion; 5completed



Table 2-11

Plercentages'of Ratings of Program Achievements in Teacher Education

Curriculgm Areas at Five Levels

(1)
Not

Applicable

(2)

Not
Met

(3)
Met

Slightly

(4)

Addressed

(5)

Compltted

Elementary 5.3 9.2 35.5 42.1 7.9

Secondary 5.6 14.1 43.7 31.0 5.6

Voc-Tech 42.6 13.0 25.9 14.8 3.7

Administraiors 19.4 17.7 45.2 11.3 6.5

Personnel Workers 34.5 14.5 32.7 14.5 3.6

Counselors 18.2 20.0 45.5 10.9 5.5

Other



Table 2-12

Ratings of Achievement in 111 DGPs Sub-classified for Number of Years of Operation

Goals

Curriculum changes in teacher education which
provide.aIl teachers with a basis for working

with handicapped students

Faculty knowledge re PL 94-142

Student knowledge re PL 94-142

Program changes for educational personnel

Development and use of clinical experiences

and practicum relating to handicapped students

Ratings

1

wrI
4300
.rsrI

1.1 04
0 04
Z cd

2

4.1

4.1

1
4J r.4
0 r-1
Z cd

3

ONri
4.1
.0
bp

1.1 vi

M 70I

4

rA

0
CO r4
co co0 0
1.1 0
'V 1-IV XC al

5

0
4.1
wrIg
8
U

M 0
3.1 3.6 3.8

3.6 3.7 4.3

Z(//E1//
3.1 3.5 4.0

2.8 3,4 3.7

2.8 3.0 3.04

1N - First year projects
0- Second and third year projects
0 - Fourth and fifth year projects

36



Table.2-13

Percentage of Projects Rated at

Levels 4 or 5 on Major Goal Achievements*

Percentages rating 4 or 5
lst year 2nd & 3rd 4th & 5th
projects yr. projects- yr. projects

Curriculum changes 51 69 72

Faculty knowledge re P.L. 94-142 69 73 87

Student knowledge re P.L. 94-142 50 57 88

Program changes accomplished 31 si 58

Practicum revised and used 31 1 31 42

4 "addressed extensively but not yet complete"

5 "completed"

-28-



Chapter 3

What Happens in a Dean's Grant Project

The information presented in this chapter was collezted mainly from three

sources: (a) a survey of representatiVes of relatively "mature" projects who

participated in a special session at the (May) 1980 national meeting of Dean's

Grant Projects (DGP) personnel; (b) a review of evaluation reports from a sub-
.

sei of individual DGPs; and (c) the Gazvoda study.8 A questionnaire was used

in the May meeting; it was in the form of a slightly elaborated topical outline

in which each topic wai sketched only enough to indicate the kinds of informa-

tion that were aought. The DGP representatives respotified to the outlined

topics with short accounts of their projects' experiences. The responses were

summarized by the NSSP staff and the summary information is presented here by,

topic.

When the data discussed are from the Gazvoda study and the review of

individual project evaluations, they are so identified. The largest part of

this dhapter was derived from the survey of "mature" projects.

g<How has your teacher-preparation pr ,p ram changed as a result of the Dean's

Grant?

Two things almost always happen in response to a Dean's Grant Project:

(a) the teacher-education faculty becomes more aware of Public Law 94-142 and

the related changes.taking place in the schools; and (b) efforts are mounted

to change the curriculum in teacher-preparation programs. Each activity

8
Marjorie W. Gazvoda's dissertation research, cited in Chapter 2.

-29-
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usually takes more than one form, even within an institution; the diversity

of approaches across institutions.is very great.

Faculty awareness activities often have included readings, lectures,

seminars, exchange visits with other colleges, attendance at special con-

ferences, time'off for special studies, and retreats arranged by almost every

conceivable means. A particularly promising activity for building awareness

has been to involve faculty members i n school situations, for example, in

"shadowing" handicapped students during a day td school. A number of projects

have used Hall's Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM)9 to assess faculty

concerns and awareness in order to plan and evaluate awareness-building activi-

ties. The Hall formulation atresses that awareness is not a one-time, one-

level phenomenon but, rather, a personal and complex developmental process.

On the curriculum side the gollowing kinds of activities are common:

Development of a course on exceptionalities among stUdents

which is required of all teacher-education students.

Sometimes more than one course is required. For example,

sets of two or,three new courses have been created for
,

-
addition to theteacher-preparation core.

fo Existing courses are examined and then revised to ihclude

components relating to handicapped students. Very often,

this process follows a faculty study of needed competencies.

9
G. E. Hall. The Concerns-Based Adoption Model: A developmental conceptuali-

zation of the adoptiaa:process within educational institutions. University

of Texas, Research and Development Center for Teacher Education, 1974.
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Sometimes existing courses are changed by adding or

substituting specifip,modules which have been obtained

or developed,in selected areas.

Total teacher-preparation programs are re-écamined and

revised to add or improve coordinition acv s foundations

courses, professional studies, and practicum . Usually,

this kind of broad approach develops only after preliminary

activities of lesser scope. The "first steps" are taken .

most often' in the elementary education program and then re-

visions are undertaken in secondary education and speCial

teaching fields.

Attention is given to the development and use of practiCum

stations in schools that exemplify as fully as:possible the
, .

. . -

kinds of situations-and challenges which can be antir ipated

under Public Law 94-142.

Other changes prompted by the Deans' grants, but occurring unevenly, are

the following:

Establishment of a course(s) or other requirements for
4

,giaduate programs.

Mitiedifit changes are made-in-the programs-for admittistraturs,-.._

counselors, or other specialists.

Establishment Of hew structures and prOcedures to bring,

special education and other academic units into continuing,

cooperative relationships.

Extension of programs beyond the traditional four-year

baccalaureate levels.
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How has your DGP changed over the years?

This 'question centers on the life history of the DGP. ,A asks: In what

ways was it necessary to do different things than were first anticipated and

what other major alterations of yourplans took place?

In general, nearly all projects found themselves following a pattern of

movement from emphasis on faculty awareness and development to curricular

development to, finally, implementation, evaluation, and monitoring. Many

terms are used to describe this pattern of change, for example, "from planning

to implementation," "from attitudes to action," "from training faculty to

creative use of faculty," and "from theory to practice."

Other frequently noted spetikic changes in DGPs as they moved through

the first few years of operations are the following:

Use of project reeources in small amounts to provide supports to

many faculty members rather than to support mainly a small

project staff.

More ownership and management by the general education faculty,

less by the special education faculty.

Less tendency tolust-add a course and more to make broad efforts

to integrate new curricular content in existing courses.

More attention given to practicum sites and to increasing the

number of relationships with regular education teachers and

principals in field situations.

More leadership given to the project by the dean.

Less tendency for the project staff to "do the work" of the

project and a greater tendency to do more facilitative kinds

of things for the total faculty.
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More_emphaSis given to project evalu tion and documentation.

More coopeation with the state d artment(s) of education and

with other teaCher-preparation enters in the state and region.

What outreach orispin-off activi4es have occurred?

Apart fromrtheir obvious targets, DGPs were expected to generate peripheral

or "spin-off/4 and outreach aCtivities. What is often net clear in advance,

however, te the nature of:these activities. Some of the indirect outcomes of

DGPs, aS reported by project leaders, are listed here.

For almost all projects, one outcome was the enhancement of activities

with professional organizations, especially, the American Association for

Colleges of Teacher Education (AACTE)10, the National Alliance of Black

School Educators (NABSE), and various state-level task forces and commissions

on professional standards and guidelines for teachers. Many DGPs have served

as co-sponsors with state-level AACTE units of conferences and other activities

relating to Public Law 94-142.

At the national level, the NSSP has engaged in a large number of colla-

borative projects with the AACTE and other,national groups. For example,

the NSSP has helped in orientation sessions and providing background materials

for state leaders of AACTE affiliate groups. NSSP has had many interactions

with state departments of education on such topics as certification/and

accreditation standards; and mdth the Natienal Allinace of Black School

,Educators, the Elementary School Principala Association, and others. .A specific

form of collaboration between NSSP and other national organizations has been

10The Association has had a grant from BEH/OSE for work at both state and

national levels.
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in joint issuance of publications, an especially prominent activity in

relation with AACTE and the Council for Exceptional Children (CEC).

Other frequently listed,"spin-offs" include the following:

Greatet cooperation among departments of the college involved-in

teacher education, especially between the general education and

special education faculties.

Improvement of professional resources (library, resource center,

etc.) for faculty members.

Adoption of more Systemaiie approaches to problems of flange and

development in teacher preparation..

0,ImProved governance systems for teaCher education in the colleges.

In sum cases colleges have found their decision-making processes

to be\inadequate for major decisions, such as those prompted by

Publi\Law 94-142, and the DGP has helped to promote necessary change.

I \
_ Stronger\professionaf leadership role taken by deans (or department

heads).

More shiring withother colleges through both .forma and informal

networks to improve ieacher education, especially in the state but,

also at regional and national levels.

More directed use of sabbaticals and other development procedures

among faculty members.

Better coordination between foundations and-professional studies

faculties and curriculum components in teacher education.

Improved basis for participation in rapidly developing

inservice education programs for teachers.
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Faculty research and writing activities increased in areas of

concern in DGPs.

Participation in international activities on the topiqs of

"integration" or "mainstreaming" of handicapped students and

implications for teacher education.

Moving toward extended teacher-education programs.

What issues have you had to face in dealing with faculty and students?

A problem almost everywhere has been *developing awareness and understand-

ing among the teacher-education faculty members of Public Law 94-142, particu-

larly the "least restrictive environment" principle. Closely related have

been several specific problems, such as the following:

Establishing a priority of concern for Public Law 94-142 and

the DGP among faculty members in the face of such competing

issues as racism, sexism, bilingual education, and education

for the gifted.

Establishing a broad sense of ownership for the DGP; for

many faculty members, the education of handicapped students

has been a problem for the special education faculty. At

first, the DGP sometimes appears to be "just another special

education project."

Faculty members also have raised many issues about the credibility of the

general movement toward mainstreaming. Their questions take such form as the

following:

What teaching competencies are involved? Are they well

established? Do we know how to teach and assess compe-

tencies in these areas?

46
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yhat is the status of the knowledge base:for such

competencies?

.Where are the models for teacher education and how care-

'fully have they been evaluated?

What does research day:about this total movement?

Are the schools really making all of these changes? Will the

students who are being prepared be allowed to teach ag the

DGP proposes when they are on-the-job or is much,of the DGP

proposal unrealistic?

The Dean's Grant Projects have developed in a period when substantial

general difficulties in teacher education have complicated planning and

decision processes. Some examples follow:

Many institutions have experienced significant reductions in

the enrollment of students in teacher-education programs;

the reductions arouse insecurities in faculty members and

create tendencies toward conservatism in considering program

changes.

Recent pressures to add spacial content,for example, in

human relations, multicultural education, and drug education,

to teacher education programs have Crowded the curriculdm and

made further additions-very difficult.

Reductions in faculty size sometimes have created heavy

teaching schedules and larger college claSses, which engender

morale problems and political problems when additional changes

are proposed.

Dean's Grant Projects sometimes produce strains on the college or

department of education in a number of general areas, such as the following;

4 7
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The Ability of faculty members to make major deciaiOns about

programs: SOmetimes the faculty governance system sterna ade-

quate for minor but not for majorchanges like those sOmetimes

prompted by the Dean's Grint Project.

Sometimes the DGP is thestrew that breaks the camel's back

on issues, such es the 4-year limit on teacher-education.pro,

grams. A majority of the institutions to which DGPs are

awarded report major problems because of the time.constraints

on teacher education, and many report specific actions to deal

with the issue at this time.

Sometimes the DGP leads 'to changes which Could put the college'

in a disadvantageous position vis-a-vis other colleges of the

state or region (e.g., more course requirements result in ex-

tensions of the crogram and added tuition charges).

What is it reasonable to ex ect in Dean's Grant Pro ects that are renewed

beyond the first three years?

Responses to this question strongly suggest that a single three-year

cycle is often not enough time to allow full development of DGPs through

the processes of faculty development, cUrriculum planning, implementation,

and evaluation. The common topics suggested by "mature" project personnel

for second-cycle operatione are as follows:

Full implementation of plans which were developed in the first

cycle.

Full evaluation, revision, and refinement of programs whickwere

planned in the first Cycle,,
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Extension of the project to all parts of teacher education and

.to specialized educational areas plus other parts of the college

or university (e.g., including liberal artS faculty who contri-

bute to teacher-preparation programs).

Documentation and dissemination of project products, including

general contributions to the literature.

Providing help to other colleges, agencies, and schools on the

basis of the DGP experience.

What did you learn about curriculum change processes in connection with your

DGP?

Most respondents agreed that the process of curriculum change in teacher

education turned out to be more difficult than they had anticipated. Some of

the common observations follow:

It is very worthwhileto make careful surveys of existing

curricula; they ought to be made more often.

Sequencing problems in teacher education are very important and

should be given more attention. For eXample the foundations

of education faculty members must accept the responsibility to

cover certain specific topics in order that the adVancement to

profestional studies has the necessary undergirding.

Although the dean's leadership in curriculum change projects is

very important, one also needs the strong leadership of some

faculty members.

Persons outside the college, especially handicapped persons and

parents of handicapped children, are often very usefulin moti-

vating curricular change.
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Major change in t acher-education curricula should involve all

faculty melbers, no just a small task force.

DeVelopmental work on urriculum development cannot be totally

"imported;" materials de eloped by others.can be helpful but,

ultimately, the developmen al work must be conducted locally.

FacultY development must be lanned and implemented, in-the

final analysis, in one-by-one shion, through support of

faculty members in their effortsjor self-improvement and cur-

riculum development.

Strong components of general education and foundational studies

are essential to teacher education; the DGPs help to make it ,

obvious, for example,'that one cannot teach effectively about

individual differences among children unless and until strong

background is provided in basic child development.

What new courses, if any, have been developed as a result of the DGP?

About half the DGPs reported that one or more new courses had been

developed. In approximate order of frequency, the courses are as follows:

The Exceptional Child in the Regular Class (a survey course on

exceptional children in mainstream classes; sometimes separate

sections are offered for students in elementary and secondary

education, vocational education, etc.).

Reading and Learning Disabilities (or Diagnostic Prescriptive

Instrudtion).-

Practicums with handicapped students (often with accompanying

seminar).
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Practicums, with handicapped students (often with accompanying

seminar).

Administrative Issues in Mainstreaming.

Adapted Physical Education.

Assessment of Special Needs Students.

Mathematics Difficulties.

Preschool Mainstreaming.

41, Conferencing Skills for Teachers.

Children in Groups: The interaction of normal and special

needs students.

What progress have you made on faculty attitudes?

This question, relating as it does to the general readiness or predispo-

sition of teacher educators to give positive consideratiori to changes in

<

programs that reflect the hew policies on handicapped children, generally re-
,

4

ceived positive responses;;that is, most institutions with "mature" DGPs

reported,gignificant, occasionally even dramatiC., positive changes in faculty

attitudes. However, in most cases it was reported that the job is not yet

finished. Common comments are as follows: -

All faculty members are aware of the DGP.

Most fa ulty members accept the need to change teacher-

preparation programs and are ready to do something.

41, Progress was slow at first, but then accelerated.

The messages from our students about their needs and what

they are encountering im the ichools have had a strong

positive effect on the faculty.
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Faculty, members who get into the schools regularly have

made the most dramatic change.

There is some concern that the. "least restrictive environment"

principle may lead to abuses in the placement of pupils.

Some faculty members will never change.

What specific things have happened that would not have occurred without a

Dean's Grant?

Responses to this item overwhelmingly indicated that the DGPs had

accelerated all facets of teacher-educntion change in response to Public Law

94-142. Grants were judged to have made possible"real progress," stronger

responses, and more systematic planning and effort. The detailed topics men-

tioned as "accelerated" coVered exactly the same subjects that are discussed

in other sections of this report and thus are not repeated here.

What goals of your DGP have been most difficult to achieve?

Among the frequently mentioned difficulties in projects are the

following:

Arranging practical experiences with handicapped perscins

for faculty members.

Getting enough time from faculty members (esPecially in

complex, research-oriented institutions) to work on the

project.

Arousing interest and progress in the secondary education and

graduate programs.
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Getting beyond theory and on to the real skills needed by

teachers.

Getting consistency semester after semester and year after

year in what faculty-members actually offer as the content

of teacher-education courses.

Assessin& the competencies of graduates.

Monitoring courses in the teacher-education sequences to be

sure that the faculty delivers the promised material.

Evaluating and documenting project outcomes.

Developing actual cooperation between special education and

other faculty members.

In the Gazvoda study of the 1979-80 projects, an open-ended question was

raised about "...what you would do differently if you were to start your DGP

over?" Responses were summarized as follows:

Sponsor/Develop/Proide - More retreats (6); Meetings to give

explanation of project to others (2); More field trips (2).

Faculty - More use of released time (3).

Curriculum.- Establish a University-School liaison (2).

Staff Strategies - Better long-term planning,(4); Emphasis

earlier on evaluation (4); Greater use of faculty-advisory

committee (4); Involve inservice school personnel, parents

sooner (3); Larger materials budget (3); Longer planning

period (3),.

What responses to the DGP are you getting from students?

It must be recalled, in connectioo Ath this question, that Dean's Grant

Projects are intended to support faculty development and curricular changes.

53
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The projects are far tuu small to support ongoing training programs; rather,

they are intended to provide temporary assists in the developmental work of

changing teacher-preparation programs. Nevertheless, many DGPs have progressed

to the point where students are aware of and involved in the projects. In

general, student responses can be characterized aPafollows:

Positive, even excited, about the developments.

Much inquiry has been prompted; they want to know what is

happening, how it will impact on them, and how it relates
¶-

to charges they see taking place in the schools.

Quality help is demanded; they sense the changes taking

place and the demands which will be placed upon them.

What important things have you learned that should be communicated to persons

just starting_a DGP like yours?

Respondents were especially fluent in answering this question. The

suggestions they offered were mainly procedural and emphasized political as

well as technical matters. A summary of responses in the approximate order

of their frequency follows:

Don't expect to move rapidly; take time for planning, be

prepared for attitudinal problems.

Involve all faculty members in an interdepartmental way and

be sure to respond to faculty ideas; get beyond th'e special

education faculty as ear as possible; use key leaders of

the faculty; recognize that attitudes will be different

. among departments, as between elementary and secondary

education faculty.

54
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Be prepared for long-term work with faculty cin a ons-to-one

basis; recognize resources which individuals already have;

"don't try to change the faculty; assist them;" be prepared

to offer assistance, released time, recognition; and other

rewards.

The dean should be up front and deeply involved;,visibility,

support and priority of concern should be apparent.

Work systematicalfy on the project,that is, carefully devise

plans that take account of knowledge about curriculum innova-

tions and,staff development.

Work for permanent and broad changes rather than for "pilot"

or."parallel" programs that'nan easily dieappear when the,

federal funds. Are gone.

Use a broad coordinating committee plus parents, handicapped

persons,and outside educators.

Use regular faculty Members as lead project staff rather thin

temporary staff members.

Plan project evaluation and documentation from the start;

collect good baseline data at the start; know where the

faculty is from the beginning.

oil Expect to change your original plan.

Consider implications for student teaching early.
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To what extent has the Dean's Grant Project affected the faculty's ability

to work with handicapped students in their own college classes?

Most project representatives reported that there probably has been

improvement in'the ability of faculty members to work directly with handicapped

college students in their own programs. All are sure that faculty members have

more knowledge about handicapping conditions. Nevertheless, this area is

outside the.primary focus of DGPs and requires specific_attention and mow

work. There is great uncertainty about how progress in this domain can be

assessed objectively. It appears that compliance of teacher-education units

with Section 504 of the Federal Rehabilitiation Act are by no means assured

through Dean's Grant Projects. Faculties of education, like all other faculty'

groups, will need to give specific attention to the problems of accommodating

handicapped students in,the college setting in ways that go beyond DGPs.

WhatmatesiAls_halre_youLd2y212224which can now be shared?

ost every DGP- reported one or more kinds of product which have been

developed and can now be shared, Included are modules, packets, manuals,

work sheets, attitude scales, needs assessment questionnaires, competency

lists, bibliographies, video tapes, audio tapes,. multimedia training sets,

syllabi, project evaluation reports, books, and articles. A compendium of

these products is provided with the abstracts of projects which are published

by the;National Support Systems Project.

What reactions are you getting from_public school staff to your Dean Grant

'Pro ect?

Almiost all projects reported that lotal schools are respond ng very

positively to the Dean's drant Projects, The projects are seen s a sign that

36,
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professors are aware of and concerned about the important changes taking

place in the schools. As a result of the Dean's Grant Projects, the college

and Io,cal schools are involved in such activities as cooperative inservice

training programs for staff members, shared summer institutes on Public Law

94-142, and specially arranged interinstitutional visits and consultations.

Increasing enrollments in on-campus courses related to Public Law'94-142 were
-

reported as an outcome df the shared planning often started through a DGP.

What evaluation proceOures are you using in your project?

The responses to this question wereVaried indeed and came mostly by

example; they often were detailed and included forms, questionnaires and

scales that were used in the Various projects. Only i brief summary is

presented here and a few examples of the instruments are included in Appendix

A.

Many proi4ets have developed attitude scales for students and faculty

members to assess the, kinds of predispositions which are held by individuals

and groups as the DGP starts and progresses. At Brockport (State University

College of New York at Brockport), which.operated a DGP for the period of

1975-78, a series o6nventories was used to check attitudes about the

school placement of handicapped students and present competencies to deal

with handicapped studentosee Appendix A for examples of each of the two

kinds of inventories). For example, the following items appear on the

"placement" scale:

Chuck can get aboue\only in a wheelchair; someone

must move it or carry him their arms because he is

unable to control any of his 1imbs.

Flora has neither bladOer\nor bowel control and

must be taken to the bathroom at frequent times.
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Respondents are asked to select the kind of school placement which they

think would be appropriate from among such choices as thd following:

a. Regular class b. Regular class with
supplementary support

c. Special class or special d. Institutionalize
school

The self-competency inventory contains items such as the following:

Alfred is defiant and stubborn, likely to argue with

the teacher, be willfully disobedient, and otherwise

interfere with normal classroom discipline.

On such items respondents are asked to indicate how they, as regular classroom

teachers, believe they could teach such a pupil. The following choices are

presented:

a. Without support b. With occasional support

c. With regular support d. Could not handle

Many universities have used attitude assessment devices for faculty

members. At the University of Arkansas, the DGP has used scales consisting

of items such as the following. Respondents choose the responses which best

indicates their agreement with the statement.

Given my current understanding
I believe that "mainstreaming"
will benefit the teacher as well
as all children.

Strongly Strongly
Disagree Disagree Neutral Agree Agree
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The DGP staff at the University of Connecticut has conducted an unusualAy

comprehensive evaluation of its project, including faculty ratings of the DGP

performance on a number of dimensions. For example, faculty members rated the

DGP on a 5-point scale on items such as the following:

'
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Do you feel that the Dean's
Mainstreaming Grant has been
implemented successfully 9

II
_

Are you informed enough about
the needs of handicapped
learners to teach a special
module related to your area
of specialization?

At the University of Illinois (Urbana), a unique kind of questionnaire

has been used to gather information on informal indicators of awareness about

Public Law 94-142 and mainstreaming. For example, faculty members have been

asked, "How often did you hear faculty members in the College of Education

talking about Pulbic Law 94-142 and mainstreaming during the past seven days?";

and "What percentage of students you teach have shown some awareness of the

responsibilities.they will face with the advent of Public Law 94-142 and

mainstreaming?"

Many other procedures have been used, including numerous kinds of

assessment of specific activities and competencies. In two regions concerted
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efforts in evaluation have been made by all DGPs in the region. In the

South, a project used the Concerns-Based Adoption Model (CBAM)9 in an entire

regioni faculty members were trained to visit other.campuses on an exchange

basis to collect data on faculty "concerns". In the Central Region, a project

headed by Percy Bates, Henrietta Schwartz, and Kathy Okun is now under way

in 19 DGPs following a common format.- Individual DGPs use their own goal

frames but a common system for rating aeievements in attaining goals. A

sumiary statement of the plan, written by Xathy Okun, is included in Appendix

A.

9Hall (1974), op cit.



Chapter 4

What Rave We Learned frot the Dean's Grant Projects?

Joanne Rand Whitmore

Kent State University

Since they were first funded in 1975, Dean's Grant Projects (DGPs) have

been engaged in the complex process of curriculum and institutional reform in

teacher education. Over the years, representatives have met in national con-

ferences 'annually and in regional meetings once or twice a year to share in-

formation. From these meetings, visits by NSSP consultants to individual

projects, and special reports sUbmitted to NSSP by the projects, much information

has been gathered on the process of change in teacher-preparation institutions.

Those factors that were found to be critical in bringing about significant

changes in teacher-education curricula and organizational structures are

described in this chapter.

During the first years of their funding, most DGPs were structured around

key special education faculty members who were asked to help the regular edu-

cation faculty members to add significant information about exceptional children

to their courses. Nbst projects added introductory.courses in special educa-

tion to the requirements for teacher-education certification and then the in-
/

fusion of some special education content into regUlar-edocatibf(courses.

Usually, these infusion efforts were in the form of modules, faculty develop-

.)

sent activities, guest lectures, and cooperative teaching activities. Projects

tended to focus on the dissemination of information to regular education faculty

members to increase their awareness and knowledge of Public Law 94-142, the

characteristics of exceptional children, and appropriate programing for students

with special needs in regular classrooms. Within two years, it became evident

-50-
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that the mission of the DGPs would have to be expanded to include more than

the addition of special education content, and strategies began to be developed

to create fundamental changes in conditions affecting teacher-education pro-

graming.'

Subsequently, DGPs tended to participate in the restructuring of depart-

ments, colleges, or schools of education. It was recognized that in order for

the desired curriculum reform to occur, a facilitative organizational structure

for major institutional changes was needed. Changes centered on the integra-

tion of special and regular education faculty members and their teacher-educa-

tion curricula. Many projects engaged in what was fundamentally a competency/

performance-based process of program development. That process included (a)

defining the faculty's philosophy of teacher education, (b) specifying the

expected outcomes of teacher education in terms of desired characteristics

of program graduates, and (c) conducting a thorough evaluative review of

existing programs to suggest the modification and/or addition of program con-

tent which would result in better prepared teachers.

Most DGPs began by concentrating their efforts on elementary education

and then extending them in subsequent years to secondary education, Recently,

some projects have expanded their influence to programs preparing K-12 teachers

of specialties (e.g., art, music, physical education), administrators, coun-

selors, librarians, school psychologists, nurses, and paraprofessionals, and

educating parents on Public Law 94-142. The gradual expansion of the project

focus seems to be effective in that the initial target group--regular education

faculty members--has provided leadership in the expanded programatic activities

and set examples of rewarding pay-offs for project participation. These

faculty members also have helped Oroject staffs to begin the prorftss of curricu-

lum and institutional change.

62
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It is important in considering factors that have contributed to the

relative success of\DGPs to recognize that there is no one way that always

works best. Experiences have verified the hypothesis that the type of changes

implied'in the goals of DOps'requires a very complex process that is shaped by

the interaction of four critical factors:

1. the skills and characteristics of the project staff and the

dean in leading the project;

2. the characteristics of the specific school, college, or

department of education and of the larger institution (e.g.,

the amount of opportunity and reward for collaborative wbrk and

the degree of institutional flexibility);

3. the nature of the project goals (i.e., the kinds of changes

desired) and the activities planned to accomplish the changes;

and

4. the resources available, especially faculty members who are

sources of skill and expertise.

A recent AACTE publicationlOalso stressed these factors:

In successful Dean's Grants Projects, the kinds of

changes that are instituted and the tempo of change

are determined by the institution's as well as.the

faculty's characteristics. (p. 8)

The single characteristic most responsible for success in DGPs seems to

be the skillful engagement of project staff and faculty members as active par-

ticipants in the sensitive, complex process of change (see Arends & Arends;11

10
AACTE. Redesign, redesign, redesign. Washington, D.C.: Author, 1979.
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West & BatesP The dean and the DGP staff must be.skilled in applying

principles of the change process; assessing the characteristics, needs, and

readiness of faculty members for project activities; generating ideas of .

strategies to effect change; and selecting appropriate goals and objectives

for the project.

What Works? What Tends Not to Work?

DGP reports have presented consistent patterns of what tends to

'facilitate the process of change and what tends to impede it. The factors

significantly affecting the degree of success can be classified under four

topics that represent, in sequence, the decision making required to plan-a'

DGP. The topics are as follows:

1. Project leadership and organization.

2. Strategies used to achieve faculty interest and participation

in the project and to encourage faculty development;

3. Strategies employed to achieve desired curricular change;

4. The evaluation design of the project.

11R. I Arends & J. H. Arends. Processes of change in educational settings: An

application to mainstreaming. In J. K. Grosenick & M. C. Reynolds (Eds.),

Teacher education: Renegotiating roles for mainstreaming. Reston, VA: The

Council for Exceptional Children, 1978, 33-46.

121 . L. West & P. Bates. Anatomy of a dean's grant project. In J. K. Grosenick

& M. C. Reynolds (Eds.), Teacher education: Renegotiating roles for mainstream-

ing. Reston, VA: The Council for Exceptional Children, 1978, 161-172.

6 4
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PROJECT LEADERSHIP AND ORGANIZATION

The Dean

In those DGPs which have been most successful, the deans have provided

visible, strong support; faculty members have perceived them as directing

the project even when they delegated a significant amount of administrative

detail to a project coordinator or direttor. The critical factor seems to be

ehe dean's leadership; it clearly implies that the dean understands and is

committed to carrying out the mission o the DGP, and is prepared to partici-

pate regularly in the planning and implementation of the DGP's purposes. In

less successful DGPs, faculty members have perceived the deans as "token"

directors who are interested only in complying with the letter of the grant

guidelines.

The Project Coordinator

Second in influence in the DGP is the project coordinator or director.

In the most successful projects, the persons in this role are members of the

faculty and are regarded as highly influential by their colleagues; they are

recognized 'as strong in leadership ability and knowledgeable about mainstreaming

and trends in teacher education. In le+ successful projects, the coordinators

frequently have been doctoral students, outsiders hired on special appointment

to ti7 project, or faculty members whose influence with the regular education

faculty is low (e.g., a junior member of the special education faculty or,

sometimes, a low-status.person on the regular education faculty).

A primary determinant of project success is the leadership skills of the

dean and coordinator. It is critical to project success that they be well

liked and respected professionally, high in influence, and capable of motivating

members of the faculty to participate in the projeet activities.

6



Project Advisory Group

The most successful DGPs have used well the resources provided by an

advisory group when the group has comprised the dean, key administrators, and

representatives of faculty groups in the institution of higher education;

representatives of the state department of education and local school; and

parents and handicapped persons. Less successful projects have tended not

to include an advisory group in their project operations or have failed to

use the group effectively as a source of contributions and critical evalua-

tions of project plans and accomplishments. Advisory groups that comprise

only university personnel have been less helpful than the groups reflecting

broader ripresentation of theaffected persons.

STRATEGIES USED TO ACHIEVE FACULTY PARTICIPATION IN THE CHANGE PROCESS

A key challenge to DGP leadership and organizational structure has been

to develop faculty interest and participation 'in the project and then to pro-

vide opportunities for faculty members to acquire the needed knowledge and

Skills. The most successful DGPs have focused first on the assessment and

development of awareness of the implications GI Public. Law 94-142, and the

needed participation of teacher educators in educational reform. Formative

evaluation information, derived from the initial assessment and "awareness

events," was used to increase faculty knowledge of (a) the law, '(b) relevant

special education information and skills, (c) trends in teacher education,, and

(d) other designs for teacher-education programs. In other words, the most

successful projects did not allow a lack of awareness or the existence of

negative attitudes to thwart the planning and development of project activities;
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rather, that information was used to guide the preparation of plans for

facultyparticipation and development.

In the Da's; the principle that attitude change often follows behavior

change has been substantiated. Prequently, successful projects first have

engaged faculty members in behaving differently to encourage the desired

attitude changes. Activities to facilitate attitude change have included

the use of questionnaires, observations in classrooms to collect data on

,needs in public schools, interactions with handicapped students on campus or

-in the field, and self-study centered on the analysis of the discrepancy be-

tween what programs ought to be and what they are. A common characteristic

of unsuccessful projects was the failure first to assess prevailing attitudes,

awareness of the issues, and basic knowledge about changing policies, and then .

the failure to use collected data effectively to-influence the project plan-

13
ning. The research of Gehe Hall indicated that the personal concerns of

individual faclaty members must be met before shaved ownership of psoject

goals and activities can be developed.

A critical factor in the sustained participation of faculty groups in

project activities is the number of individuals who are asked to join'in at

the beginning. Ih the most successful projects, there has been a broad base

of faculty participationA; the start-with all persons potentially affected

13See Gene E. Hall. Facilitating institutional change using the individual as

the frame of reference. In J. K. Grosenick & My C. Reynolds (Eds.), Teacher

education: Renegotiating roles for mainstreaming. Reston, VA: The Council

for ESceptional Children, 1978, 47-72.
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by the project involved--either by representation or through regular partici-

pation--at some level of the evaluative review and in the redesign of the

teacher-education program(s).

Least successful are the e7forts of a few people to sell an idea to a

larger group. Generally, this situation has occurred when a small project

staff, particularly if it is made up of persons from special education, has

done all or most of the planning, including 'the writing of the grant proposal.

All persons who may be affected by the,grant should be included in making the

decisions on the goals and objectives of the project and in selecting effective

strateifieb and appropriate resources. Otherwise, the project may be perceived

as a "lay-on" by special education. This fact supports another principle, that

of equal participation and ownership. Special and regular education'faculty

members should be equally involved and should equally share ownership of the

DGP. It is important that neither faculty group perceive the project as belong-

ing solely to it.

Achieving faculty interest and participation requires time and persistence.

Another characteristic of effective DGPs has been recognition of the necessarily

slow, careful develOpmental process of change. When project leaders have

moved too quickly and intensively and, therefore, have been perceived as, some-

what impulsive or inclined toward "bul2dozer tactics," their efforts to mobilize

a faculty to carry out a project have been abortive.

Self-Assessment

One of the most effective strategies for engaging faculty members in the

planning and iiplementation of a DGP is to involve them in serious self-assess-

ment of both the adequacy of the programs and their respective contributions

to the preparation of future teachers. If the project staff provides a rather
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extensive review of trends in teacher education, ccomplishments of other

DGPs, and available options and resources, dissatisfaction mar,be created

among the faculty members with their current teacher education programs and,

thus, a desire to consider possible changes may be generated.

One catalytic tool to create interest in and dialogue on curriculum -

revision has been the "challenge paper," diairibUted by NSSP,14-with its 10

clusters of capabilities deemed necessary to the effective preparation of

"mainstream" teachers. In a self-assessment questionnaire derived from ihe

paper, respondents in i number of DGPs have been asked to identify the degree

of importance and inclusion of each set of capabilities in existing programs.

The discussion by faculty groups of the paper and responses to the questionnaire

have been useful 10 stinulating.the active participation of faculty members in

-
designing curriculum change.

Systematic, tong-Range Planning

The most successful projects have been characterized by systematic,

long-range planning. Skillful-planning indludes (a) the specification of

contingencies or alternatives at decision points, (b) detailed'plans for con-

tinuous evaluation, both formative and summative, (c) strategies for securing

the *notation of available resources, and (d) the provision of meaningful

rewards for project participation. The least effective grants have tended to

be characterized by short-term planning as.the result of existential decision

14-m. C. Reynolds (Ed.). A common body of practice for teachers: The challenge
\.1

of Public Law 94-142 to teacher education. Washington, DC: The American

Association of Colleges for Teacher Education, 1980.
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making and a reactive posture.

CreatingLIncentives
1

Another crifIrl factor in the success of DGPs, perhaps hal been the

ability of the dean and project staff to generate meaninqfUl rewards fOi

faculty participation in project activities4 Each dean has needed to assess

what rewards are possible out of available resources. Some of the most mean-

ingful rewards or incentives devised by DGPs have included he following:

(a) released time for project participation;,(b) overload p y for extra effort

and time; (c) the assiOment of graduate assistants; (d) th pption of-summer

employment on the grant; (a) peer approval and recognition; (0 opportunity

to travel to professional meetIngs, workshops, or conferen es to acquire

knowledge or skills relating to project activities; (g) au horization to

purchase related instructional materfals; and (h) opportun ties tp,cOnduct

practical research iu project activitie and achieve schol rly publications.

/ .

*The most necessary (and difficult/to secure) reward f r participation is

sufficient time and supportive resources to enable indivi als working toward

A
project goals to minimize stress ard achieve success. Pr jects are minimally

effective, if not disastrous,.whenifaculty members percei e participation as

being extracted by duress or as penalties. For example, f a junior faculty

Member participates on the DGP, he may be penalized at th time of review

for promotion unless'appropriate adjustments are made in he reward system,

the support of peers is secured, and he is guaranteekfr edom from heavy,

personal professional sacrifice (i.e., the loss of schol rly productivity

which might gain him promotion and tenure). It is not u common for struggling

DGPs, *particularly those in small institutions, to have nadequate resources

for rewarding participation; thus faculty members may b inclined to devalue

participation ih curriculum develçpment and to turn to fesearch and other

kinds of more scholarly activ
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In order for a DGP to be.optimally effective, faculty members must perceive

the dean as fully committed to project goals and the reward of particiPation.

The least effective grants have been ,those in which no visible, dependable sup-

port systems have been generated by the deans' commitment. It seems to be very

important for faculty members to perceive this support if they are to invest

significant amounts of time and effort in the project.

Handicapped Students as Motivators

One of the most effective strategies for fi."4011i faculty members in

project activities has been'meaningful int ns in field sites with handi-

capped students and their teachers. Such experiences most often have occurred

when faculty members have supervised practicum experiences in mainstream

classrooms. In addition, the regular contributions of handicapped college

students to project planning and the development of teacher-education programs

is very effective in stimulating faculty participation in and commitment to

project goals. Handicapped college students also can have a significant impact

on professors and fellow atudents by teaching some of the special education

content in regular education courses. Direct interaction with handicapped

students in mainstream settings, whether on campuses or in public schools, seems

to be the most'reliable device for motivating Changes in attitudes and practices.

STRATEGIES FOR ACHIEVING CURRICULAR CHANGE

The more successful DGPs have been characterized by the effective use of

social strategies to facilitate the interactions of special and regular educa-

tion faculty members and, thereby, the integration of the special and regular

teacher-education curricula. Obstacles have been created in the past by sepa-

ratism and competition between special and regular education faculties and the
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../

,tendency to perceiVe innovation in either ar a as threatening to the other;

hence, project leaders have sought to elixnXnate the undesirableAualism through

a number of strategies; joint retreats*:?shared' meetings, shared project cora-

/

mittee membership, and so forth. At Ieast two institutions (University of

Oregon and Augustana tollege) achieVed significant changes by physically inte-,

grating the two faculties which, ireviously, had occupied separate buildings

oy floors of buiidings. Proximity and frequent opportunities for_infOrmaI

social as well as professional interaction seem D.enourage the integration
,

of faculty members which is ne- sary for ihe-6-6operative planning and imple-
,

mentation of programs to prepare special and regular teachers for mainstream

education.

During the early period of DGPs it was recognized that adding one or two

special education courses or packaged modules which had been developed by spe-
,

cial educators to the regular education instructional program would not insti,-

tutionalize change. The,infusiCT of special education content in the prepara-

tion programs for regular educators has occured through the use of multiple

strategies by project-staffs. The more successful strategies have included

the teaming of special and regular education faculty members to teach courses

or integrating teams of faculty members to develop for their courses instruc-

tional content course outlines, or modules to serve as guidelines.

It seems that the critical factor in the process of curricular change is'

'the participation of the persons who will be responsible for carrying out the

design or selection of curriculum cpntent. This is to say that the iasue is

not the development or use of modules but whether the persons who will use

the modules are involved in (a) specifying the outcomes desired, (b) examin-

ing existing resources and'developing materials or content riot currently

available, and then (c) evaluating the usefulness of the adopted or developed
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curriculum in carrying out the revised instructional program. The modules/

units developed at the University of Kansas and University of Texas/Austin

under the guidance of the DGPs there have been adopted frequently by other

projects. However, the general pattern seems to be for faculty members to

use modules develoPid elsewhere as models for the development of their own;

and the employment of such resources as videotapes (e.g., University of

Wisconsin/Milwaukee) or audio-visual packages (e.g., University of Texas/

Austin) is not infrequent.

The achievement of curricular change seems to depend upon successfully

involving instructors and field supervisors in the process of conceptualizing

the program(s) and designing the specific component( ) for which they will be

responsible. Faculty members gain by developing an understanding of how their

courses and field experiences fit into the sequence of students' instructional

experiences. Faculty members must understand how their contributions fit into

the total design of the teacher-education program, and they must take part in

the continuous evaluation of program effectiveness, of the whole program as

well as its specific components.- In this process of curriculum development,

participants frequently have found themselves working toward the accomplish-

ment of fundamental changes in teacher education and institutional reform

(e.g., organilational structure, workload formulas, the reward system). The

University of Maryland the the University of Nebraska have briefly described

these processes in their institutions to aid other DGPs.

PROJECT EVALUATION

The most successful DGPs have designed methods of continuously evaluating

project effectiveness. They have planned for formative as well as summative

evaluation based on specific objectives that lead them to larger project goals.



The less successful projects often failed to include a predetermined systematic

evaluation design in their work. Frequently, when the staff Members of such

projects later became aware of the importance of systematic evaluation, they

had no baseline data against which to tOaSure the differences made by their

projects.

The University of Kansas has one of the most comprehensive evaluation

designs among the DGPs and it has been described in a brief document (available

through NSSP). The DGP engaged a member of their faculty with expertise in

evaluation, Dr. Bill Holloway, to participate in the early planning of the

proejct and to develop a design for them to follow. The University of Wiscon-

sin/Whitewater also has produced comprehensive manuals describing their approach

to evaluation.

The measures used by most projects are (a) attitude toward mainstreaming,

(b) knowledge of Public taw 94-142, (c) knowledge of the characteristics and

needs of exceptional learners, and (d) understanding how to effectively accommo-

date the special needs of handicapped children in regular classrooms. Compre-

hensive approaches to evaluation have included a student-teacher evaluatiod

form based on the observation of specific skills developed in the program.

The content of that instrument also has become the basis for follow-up on

graduates.

The most informative evaluation designs have included multiple methods

and measures to evaluate project effectiveness, not just the simple documenta-

tion of accomplishments. There is considerable effort noW to produce strong

evaluation designs and a set of reliable, validated instruments which could be

used in a large number of the DGPs to generate a data base for a greater numbeL
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of comparative analyses, And to address the vestion,of how effective DGPs

generally have been.

Summary

No One method or set of methods has made some DGPs more successful than

others. Certain strategies which appear to facilitate effectiveness and

impact on teacher-education programs can be identified, however.

1. Most important have been the organizational structure of the project,

the quality of leadership provided by the dean and project coordinator, and

the degree to which project leadership and responsibility have been shared

with faculty members who are high in status and inflUence among their peers.

2. The most successful projects have used effective strategies to engage

faculty members in project activities. The strategies have included the pro-

vision of meaningful rewards for participation; the stimulation of intellectual

dissatisfaction with existing programs; and the development of a clear concep-

tion of what teacher-education programs ought to become.to meet the current-

needs and demands.

3. Strategies that bring about the greater integration of special and

regular education faculties contribute significantly to project success.

Physical distance and psychological separatism and competition mitigate against

the effectiveness of efforts which are intended, of necessity, to be collabora-

tive and integrative.

4. It is also evident that college professors are not apt to respond

positively to activities that appear to be a "lay-on" by other faculty mem-

bers or administrators. Professors cherish their academic freedom and need

to maintain a sense of professional self-esteem ,pated on the possession of
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significant expertise. Therefore, strategies to achieve curriculum change

must include faculty, members who will cooperatively develop a rationale for

change and the design of the new pfogram and revise the specific contents of

courses.

5. Multiple methods and measures must be included in any systematic

evaluation design, and the design must be developed and followed from the

beginning of the project. Better methods of assessment that specifically

address the objectives of DGPs as well as more resources for collecting ob-

servational data would increase.the capacity of DGPs to adequately evaluate

their accomplishments.

All in all, given the relatively small amount of money awarded to individual

projects, it can be said that there has been significant change in teacher-

educarion programs and increased understanding of the process of change in

teacher-preparation institutions as a result of DGPs. We now have a bpginning

knowledge of what is required for effective change in such institutions to make,

teacher-education programs more responsive to changing policies and public

school needs. Unfortunately, many external constraints create significant

obstacles to the success of curriculum change efforts and, thus, pose the

need for major institutional changes, such as tore university-wide perception

_ of the importance of field-responsive teacher-education programs anci appropriate

alteration of the reward systet. Clearly, the influence of DGPs has been

very significant and our knowledge base for changing teacher educationhas been

significantly expanded as a result of these projects. Because of the grants,

deans of education have become active leaders in curriculum development and

agents of institutional change. Faculty members have begun to alter their

professorial role to include (a) leadership in improving education as a
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profession,'(b) regUlar participation:in collaborative curriculum review and

development, and (c) regular participation in faculty development activities

in response to changing instructional needs-. One day soon the Dean's Grant

:Projects may be credited witb revitalizing teacher-preparation institutions

through the reform of teacher education.
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Introduction

There is an old Chinese proverb which says that what one sees is behind

one's eyes. That is, each person looks at the world through two sets of fil-

ters, one common and one unique, to describe, define, and interpret reality.

The common set of filters comprises the environmentally, culturally, and socially

accepted cosmologies or world views of the group. The unique filters are the

products of the individual's biological, psychological, physical, social, and

cultural experiences.

Over long periOds of time, groups agree about what is good, beautiful,

and precious or ugly and worthless. Or, faced by catastrophe, individuals and

societies quickly reach agreementb on earthquakes pestilence, fire, flood,

and war. It is the everyday phenomena which are difficult to describe because

of the variety of interpretations generated by less dramatic events and be-

haviors. The ordinary is difficult to document.

Scientists try to document events and reality in systematic ways. However,

being systematic does not mean that bias is eliminated. Seven social scientists

observing the same phenomena may well come up with seven relatively distinct

interpretations. How then does one document a complex, probabilistic and self-

regulating system like a network of Dean's Grant projects? Not easily, is the

answer to the rhetorical question.

Purpose

The purpose of this chapter is to document the efforts of t4e Dean's Grant

projects in thelttral States to develop and field test a'regional evaluation

strategy that appropriately captures the commonalitieb and unique qualities

of the 19 projects in the area that are working to understand and implement
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Public Law 94-142.

If the setting for the Dean's Grant projects were a laboratory, one could

run an experimental behavior "X"number of times and derive a profile. But

the proje re not housed in laboratories. They are houied in universities

and colleges.

If the federal program and each local project had one specific goal, such

as the development and implementation of two courses on Public Law 94-142 and

mainstreaming in each program offered by the institution to prepare professional

educators, then one simply could examine the catalogs before and after the

Dean's Grant intervention. But the federal program hag several major goals

which are stated globally. Each local project formulates unique and fitting

objectives to respond to the national goals within the framework.of the project

environment. So, how does one select a strategy to capture the essence of

a project and make comparisons across projects?

Rationale

First, it is a given that one must engage in documentation and evaluation.

,If the major purpose of evaluation is to provide data to decision makers on

how to improve a process or product; clearly the projects in the region wanted

to be evaluated in a rational, systematic, formative, and descriptive mode.

A variety of other purposes prompted the evaluation activities of the region

but the consensus was that a, self-directed evaluation would assist in the de-

scription of program activities, the prediction of problems, the management'

of the projects, and the justification of project activities to federal and

external agencies. Given these starting points, the documentation/evaluation

strategylad to be one that included the following:

1. Match the framework of the federal program and the local project
efforts.
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2. Accomodate a program in which the long-term goals aie reasonably

constant.

3. Negotiate short-term objectives with participants and respond to
site-specific features.

4. Allow for the generation of on-going data without diverting program
.energies, staff time and resources, and burdening participants.

5. ,Feature a data collection strategy that produces usable, easily ac-
.

.quired-, and efficiently analyzed information.

6. Assist other Dean's Grant pi4ojects to make informed decisions to

improve practice.

7. Allow for easy self-corr ction.

8. Maintain program integ ity and evaluator's objectivity.

9. Fit a developmental rogram model.

10. Can be ignored to meet programmatic crises.

11. Assist in making the local and regional program outcomes explicit

and capable of being evaluated.

1 . Is acceptable to the federal sponsors as a formative evaluation

effort.

Clearly, no single methodology can meet these criteria. Time and resources

did not permit the use of multiple research methodologies (e.g., quantitative,

historical, and ethnographic) to document adequately the complexity of the

projects in the region. The decision was made to use a modified Discrepancy

Evaluation Model
1 in which project "Ideal" goals are compared with "Real" ac-

complishments and a level of attainment is specified by project evaluators

for each objective.

It was agreed that all projects in the region, regardless of their maturity

<).

and complexity, express some goals regarding the project's effects on faculty,

students, and curriculum. Further, the group felt that although there could be

differences in individual project goal attainments, the region would benefit
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from the sharing among projects at varioua.stages of their life cycles.

Although an element of risk was involved -- that value judgments might be

made about project progress -- the group felt that it was important'to docu-

ment and make public the status of each project's Accomplishments in the

identified areas.
,

In addition, the group was committed to selecting an evaluation approach

that was both understandable and systematic acrossiprojects.Eirentually, a

plan was adopted that took into-account the expectaticinthat could teasonably

be held for projects at various stages of develllent. *It was hopeethat by

documenting anticipated levels of att,AkftMents in each dimension (viz. , faculty,

students, and curriculum) and establishing exnectations across pr jects

(taking into account the age of the project), the goals, of the region as well

as the needs of the local projects and the federal prosram could be admirably

served.

Not all these expectations were realized in this first effort. The dis-

crepan data generated by the levels of attainment ratings are not used in

their entirety in this report because of lack of comparability. However, at

the end of the report, summary profiles of anticipated accomplishments for

project year and category are diaplayed through minimal and maximal values and

means.

As the Dean's Grant projects mature, the need for documentation of their

effectiveness has increased,significantly. Dean's Grant recipients have been

asked to clarify their target populations and substantiate their success in

meeting their stated objectives. Such documentation lends validity to the

1Provus, Discrepancy Evaluation. Berkeley, CA: McCutcheon, 1971.
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,balief that thy Dean's Grant projects are a viable means of preparing pre- .

service educators for mainstreaming. In undertaking the enormous task of

regional evaluation, the Central Region Dean's Grant projects are showing a

cormnitment to monitor project quality and to share their successes and fail-

ures among themselves and with colleagues who are interested in mainstreaming

issues. At the same time, the regional evalOation effort provided insights\

into the unique qualities of each project, and.the variety of approaches

which have been used to facilitate the inclusion of Public Law 94-142 into

teacher-education curricula.

History_ of the Regional Evaluation Effort

At a meeting of the Dean's Grant project representatives of the Central

Region held in Richmond, Kentucky, on November 8-9, 1978, the group was asked

by its Regional Director, Dean Percy Bates of the University of Michigan, to

consider ways of collobOrating on a cooperative plan for evaluating the progress

of the projects in our area. There were strong indications that a national ef-

fort was underway to document the impact of Dean's Grant projects on various

publics, including special educators and Congress. Rather than attempting to

collate the evaluation efforts of individual projects in Washington, the

federal administrators Urged the various regions to organize cross-project

efforts that would serve the purposes of (a) providii4 individual project

directors in the region with indications of the strengths and weaknesses of

their own efforts in terms of common benchmarks, and (b) convincing the

Congress of the efficacy of the various projects.

This project variety is reflected in the composition of the Region it-

self. It comprises 19 schools in 7 states: Illinois, Indiana, Kentucky,
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Michigan, New York (upsta ), Ohio, and Wisconsin. The schools range from

public to private,,rarge to small, and teaching- to research-oriented in-

stitutions. Moreoyeri there is great variation in the number of years each

school has been'the hpst of a Dean's Grant: 11 are first-year projects; 4,

second-year projects; and 4 original projects which are now in their fifth

and sixth years. The development of an ins4-ument that would reflect these

variations and, at the same time, yield usable data, required both creativity

and patience. The Regional Evaluation Planning Team completed this task in

March 1980,and instruments were sent to projects during the,spring. Data

were cotpiled by the Team in July 1980.

Evaluation.trategy

As indicated in a preceding section, a modification of the.Discrepancy

Evaluation Model (DEM) was employed. The DEM requires the specification of

,an. "Ideal" set of goals which are then compared with the "Actual" tasks which

are completed to accomplish the goaf;. Each Dean's Grant project reported its

goals for the 1979-80 year (the "Ideal") and indicated the activities that

would be mounted to meet its goals. The maximum and milimum levels of attain-
,

ment for the goals were charted and then each project specified its prOgress

in accomplishing the goals ("Actual"). The gap existing between the actual

and the ideal represents ihe evaluation: a discrepancy in the achievement.

Sample,s of the evaluation forms are given in Appendix A.

Variables and Levels of Attainment

Each Dean's Grant project was asked to specify its goals in the following

categories: faculty, students, curriculum, and insfttutionalizationforgani-.

zatlonal structural change. The Regional Evaluation Team tembers made thiS
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classification decision on the assumption that the focus of the Dean's Grant

projects was faculty development. Faculty deyelopment, consequently, was

expected to result in curricular reVision to increase pre-service competency

in meeting the needs of mainstreamed handicapped children. Each category

of goals was subdivided to form the variables of interest (knowledge, per-

formance, attitudes, behavior, and relationships) in the analysis of the data.

Figure 1 (The Categories and Variables Matrix) depicts the variables in their

respective categories.

Insert Figure, 1 about here

Each variable was scored from the self-report of each Dean's Grant project

on the Degrees of Attainment Scale. The scale Was used to indicate project

progress toward the operationalization of each goal, ranking the best to the

worst progress toward that year's goal. Figure 2 depicts the Degress of Attain-

ment.

Figure 5-2

Degrees of Attainment

1. Most unfavorable oUicome thought'likely.

2. Less than expected success.

3. 'Expected level of success.

4. More than expected success.

5. Best anticipated success thought likely.

Samples of the procedures, instructions, and report form are included in the

:*
Appendix (see last page of the Appendix to the general report).



Figure 5-1

The Categories and Variables Matrix

a. Faculty compe'tency in areas of:

(1) Knowledge
(2) Performance

(3) Attitudes
(4) Behavior,
(5) Relationships

b. Student competency in areas of:

(1) Knowledge
(2) Performance
(3) Attitudes
(4) Behavior
(5) Relationships'

c. Curriculum reevaluation and revision:

(1) Courses/
(2) Experiences - field experiences

,(3) Materials

d. Organizationel Structures (Institutionalization)

Variables, ' F culty
Yr. 1 2 3+

--
Student

Yr. 1

Categories

2 1+

Organizational
Structures

Yr. 1 2 3+2 3+
Curriculum

Yr. 1

Knowledge X X X X X

Performance X X X X
,

X

Attitudes X X X X

Behavior
/

X X X X

Relationships .X XX
,

Courses

i,

X X
.

Field
Experiences

Materials
..

X X X

Organizational
Structure .. X X X

-75-
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Data Collection and Analysis

Seventeen of the 19 projects submitted completed forms to the Regional

Liaison; the Regional Evaluation Team met in Ann Arbor in July 1980 to codify

and analyze the data. Subgroups of the Team were assigned to the analysis of

faculty goals, student goals, curriculum goals, and institutionalization or

organizational structures. *It was decided that the first round of analysis

would be descriptive and demographic, and that until all the projects in the

region had an opportunity to respond to the design and the first descriptive

\.
report, the collating, specific analysis, and reporting of Degrees of4ittain-

ment across projects in each area would be delayed. Therefore, in each of the

'four categories, the Regional Evaluation Team developed a profile (ba ed on

!
4

frequency counts) of the focal areas which projects in the first, seccimd, and

third-plus years were concentrating on in each of the areas described

. viously, Comments were made on the degree to which the data seem to he norm-
.1

ative And developmental criteria fot project/accomplishments. The reported

data thus provide information on focal areaS Of activities for Dean's/rant

prOjects in the Central"Regien:

Limitations of.the Evaluation Strategy

(a) The study has the problem-common to all investigations that do not..

impose a single standard measurement and a single set of clearly defined var-

iables. In order to preserve flexibility,the Regional Evaluation Team did

not provide rigid definitions for the categories. (b) In the Content analysis

ef the data, the subcommittees of the Regional Evaluation Team did not have

the time,to check their work with the whole group, and, therefore, there may-

have been soMe mixing of "apples" and "oranges" in the same category. Never-

theless, as A first step in cross-project evaluation the effort is worthwhile;
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it does yield a strategy that specifies developmental stages in most Dean's

Grant projects and it can be used as a national norm.

The Findings

The findings reported in this section are based on the content analysis

the responses of 17 project._ in the region. Table I indicates the number

..:,.:
goals specified in each area and group by project year. Several projects

had more than one-goal for each variable.

Table 5-1.

Goals in Each Area by Project Year

Variable Number of Goals

Year 1 Year II Year II1+*

(N=9) (N=4) (N=4)

Faculty 32 17 11

Students 8 12 3

, Curriculum 21 11 11

Organizational
Structures 3 1 2

,*These four projects are five- and six-year old and in their second cycle of

funding.

As -can be seen in Table 1, each variable is analyzed by the "Siage of Life"

of the project: Year I, Year II, and Year III+. The category Ye-sr III+ is

potentially misleading because the projects so classified are actually in a

second cyclikof funding. Projects in this grouP submitted only current goals.

lhe Regional Evaluation Committee has no data on goals that may have been

accomplished by each of the four projects in preceding years. Consequently,

giveti this gap in the data, extreme caution muq,be taken in drawing con-

elusions on the relative emphasis di Year III+ projects.
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The f4"inqc are organized to present answers to two questions:

77,at commonalities and differences exist in activities of projects

AFferent stages-of life as these projects attempt changes in

,,. faculty development? (

teacher-education student competence?

teacher-education curriculum?

d. organizational Structures?

What can be inferred about the qualitative and quantitative levels of

performance expectations of projects at different stages of life?

i.e elatively small sample size limits generalizations on a national

beis, fatt that there is discontinuity from Year II to Year III+ projects

(fIfl- And sixth-year projects) suggests that any continuum across the stages

of of projects beyond Year II should be viewed cautiously. But the data

trends worthy of further investigation.

lie findings of the Team in response to the two questions are organized by
9

tl. -Lklor variable of interest:

4 Faculty Development
Student Competence

- leacher Education Curriculum
Organizational $tructures

Faculty development. -The data derived from the self-report faculty

developient inventory are depicted in Table 2. Results are reported by (a)

total number of institutions responding per year, (b) total number of in-

stitutions responding to each category variable, and (c) the total number

af z:als for each variable respective to year. Indications are that projects

In tlh. first year of operation placed a higher emphasis on 'Faculty Develop-

ment in areas of Knowledge and Performance as compared to projects in the
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second and third-plus year; 66% of the projects in Year I addressed Faculty

Knn41edge as compared to 50% in Year II and 0% in Year III+.

Analysis of second-j'ear Dean's Grant projects indicates that although

attending to knowledge and Performance wadfound in 50% of the projeCts, in-

creased emphasis was reported for developing faculty attitudes (75%). Table

Table 5_2

Category: Faculty

Year I
, Institutions

(N..9)

Year II
Institutions

(N..4)

Year III+
Institutions

(N=4)

Variable # of # of # of # of # of # of
Inst. goals -Inst. goals Inst. goals.

Knowledge 6 7 2 0

Performance 7 8 2 4 2 3

Attitude 5 5 3 5 2 2

Behavior 5 7 2 2 4

Relationship 5 5 1 1 2 2

2 indicates that projects in their III+ year of funding (ith- and 6th year

grants) shifted emphasis in Faculty Development from Knowledge to areas of

Performance, Attitude, Behavior, and Relationships. This shift is viewed

as a logical transition of emphasis from first-year grants to more mature

projects which previously had attended to the issue of Knowledge. It can be

noted in Table 2 that in many instances the ratio of goals stated is higher

than the number of institutions responding owing to,the fact that institutions

Jr

541
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respOnded mr.,re than once to each category, indicating the unique character-

istics and needs among the projects.

The meods and activitiea by which these goals were met were highly

diversified and contextually specific. However, several global commonalities

could be found among projects in each year of operation. Activities related

to the development of faculty knowledge about Public Law 94-142 received major

emphasis in all first-year projects. Activities designed to develop faculty

knowledge for first- and second-year projects included such learning exper-

iences as Lectures (using internal and external speakers), field trips,

readings, informal discussion, and seminars or workshops. Activities reported

for the faculty performance area in first-, second-, and third-+-year projects

reflected concern for the development of teaching-learning materials, such as

packets, modules, films, newsletters, and monographs. This category seemed

to be interpreted primarily as the Dean's Grant project's product categorY.

Activities to develop/thange faculty attitudes toward handicapped children

ran a gamut from contact with handicapped individuals and value clarifications

activities tc dean's lectures and the administration of an attitude scale.

(in- cats are displayed in Table 6.)

i.aculty behavior development appears to have been defined by most res-

pondents as process and was illustrated by such activities as faculty,conducted

'workshops, participation on panels, and presentations at conferences. The

faculty relationship category is represented by grout, activities, such as in-

formal get -togethers,cross-college symposiums, and
small -gro sessions.

iaculty retraining as development activities are reported in all cate-

gories arid all years. It is cleat that this remains a charge to all Dean's

Grant projects throughout their existence.

91



Student competence. The analysis of the data on students and their

role in Dean's Grant projects are depicted in Table 3. It should be noted

that some institutions reported differential goals for stuegmts under the

Attitude Viriablp. In consideration of this confounding factor, general

statements would be suspect ane misleading. Analysis of the data included

some judgment of whether the goals were accurately classified under the

appropriate variables.

One of the first-year institutions reporting on the student category

described four goals and anticipated outcomes, but it provided no informa-

tion on the activities to be undertaken to reach these goals. This

omission renders the report incomplete in terms of specific analysis.

Another first-year project reported activities that clearly were data gather-

ing.in nature. These activities were not designed to effect student behavior.

The remaining two first-year projects had well-structured and specified

goals to effect student behavior. These projects, however, reported minimal

success in.attaining their specified goals. It Appears that goals designed

*

specifically to affect students may not be warranted for first-year pro-

jects. However, indirect effects on students maY occur as changes take

place in faculty members.

Seventy-five per cent of the second-year projects reported on student

participation. Al/ these projects reported an increase in knowledge of

their students who were participating in project Activities. The activities

by second-year projects to meet their goals were all formal in instructional
10'

format: seminars, courses and workshops. One second-year project resprd
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Table 5-3

Category: Students

Year I Year II

Institutions Institutions
(119) (1111.4)

Year III+

Institutions
(tWo)

Variable # of # of # of # of # of # of

Inst. goals Inst. goals Inst. goals

Knowledge 2 2 3 3

Performance 2 2 3 3

'Attitude 2 2 4 4

Behavior 1 1 1 1 1

Relationship 1 1 1 1

to the category of student relationshipi. This was measured in a practice-

teaching situation, as were the variables of Behavior, Performance, and Atti-

tudes. The interactions and relations among these variables especially in

a practicum experience, make it extremely difficult to treat each as a sepa-

rate element. Two institutions reported on attitudes and relied on course-

work and direct experience as activities to achieve these ends.

It appears that by the second year Dean's Grant projects should begin

to focus on effecting changes in students. An increase in Knowledge, some

changes in Attitudes, and providing opportunities for direct contact with

handicapped youngsters appear to be reasonable goals.



Two projects provided specific information on their students' goals.

Both projects were in the fifth year. One project had as its objective

Student Knowledge; this would seem to be a low-Ievel priority objective

for this time. Another second-year project has Student Performance in

a Mainstreamed setting as a goal; this appears to be a reasonable goal

for year five projects. However; given the variability among sites and

the cyclical funding patterns, all such comments about appropriateness

of goals must be interpreted in the context of individual project goals.

In general, there is a progression from a limited focus on the students

in the first-year projects to an increase in the second-year projects,

with at least one fifth-year project focusing extensively on students'

performances with mainstreamed youngsters. As a result of the analysis

of the self-report data, second-year projects may want to begin to impact

on students with an increased focus implied for subsequent years.

Another factor must be brie ly discussed when looking at the student:

Two first-, two second-, and one L fth-year,project, in discussing the

initiation of curriculum-field par icipatory experiences, require students

to undergo a program necessitating direct contact vith handicapped young-

sters. This experience (discussed previously) cannot help but affect

students in many ways and may well be discussed as part of the relation-

ships and attitudes. It is recommended, therefore, that in projects in

which direct experience with handicapped youngsters becomes part of

the curriculum-field experience, such proj report these experiences

in terms of the student variables of attitude, performance, and relation-

ship./

Curriculum Revision. The data generated by Ehe self-reports in the
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area of Curriculum are depicted in Table 4. Three variables are

specified: courses, experiences and materials. Table 4 accounts for

the total number of goals for each category by the total number of in-

stitutions responding that year. Analysis of the data indicates that

many institutions established more than one goal that attended to each area

of curriculum development whereas others did not address this area at

all ( i.e., one institution responded three separate times to the category

of materials development).

In anllyzing the objectives and activities by which projects met

their anticipated levels of attainment for stated goals, some commonalities

were found that seemed to be specific to the age of the project. Pro-

jectr in the first year of operation were consistent in identifying a

need for change in course content to help students better understand main-

streaming issues; 50% of the projects for this year had taken preliminary

steps toward the analysis of course content. Commonalities of the first-

year projects in the category Of Experience were noted in the specification

of initial steps of re-examining and revising students' field experiences.

In the category of Materials, all first-year projects that specified a

curriculum goal addressed the issued of reviewing, developing and dissemi-

nating appropriate learning aids.

The common activities-in the area of Courses for the second-year pro-

jects included plans for the in-depth revision of curriculum and incor-

porating the revisions in the targeted course syllabi. All four projects

addressed the issue of expanding student field experience in special 'educa-

tion and mainstreamed classrooms. The Materials category indicated that
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three of the four second-year projects see as their goal the revision

and review of pertiaent materials related to Public Law 94-142.

-

Projects in the third-year-plus of operation (N*4) set as goals

More expansive and intensive revisions of course contents, specifically

in the field of Secondary Education (H*2). The Material category for

third-year-plus projects emphasized the development of more sophistica ed

learning aids and of instructional technology to enhance instruction.

The focus was on interdepartmental work and audio-visual instruction

aids. The Experience category for these "old" projects featured increased

emphasis on pre-service student experiences with mainstreamed classrooms,

as well as the explqration of dual certification standars and 11 ing

in their respective states.

Table 3-4

Category: Curriculum

Year I Year If Year III

Variable

institutions
(N*9)

# of
goals

Iostitutions Institutiona
(N*4)

# of

goals

# of

Inst.

# of # of

Inst. goals
P of

Inst.

Course 6 6 2

Experience 7 7 3 4

Materials 8 2 4 5
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In the area of Curriculum there seems to be a sequential develop-

'mental pattern from projects in their first year of operation to those

in their third-plus phase. Given the' qualifiCations:for third-year-

plui projects stated earlier, an apparent continuum focuses on
. identify-

ing the need for change, planning for the change, initiating appropriate

stepsfor thange, carrying out designed formats, eva sting the pilot

program, self-correction, and repetition of the cycle. h contiAuum

represend; one developmental mode. There are others which are equally legiti-
,

mate.

Organizational 8tructures Analysis. As one might suspect, in,most

projects, whether first or second year or veteran projects, goal setting

yes focused on faculty, student, or curriculum change. A modest number

of goals related to changes in structures:

1. Creation of rdquited Course in mainstreaming.

2. Development of core codrses that facilitate curriculum
change.-

3. Development of field experience structure.:

4. Designator of adn1nistrative support structure to co-
ordinate and monitor changes in curriculum.

,

5. Reorganization of he college of education to reduce
territorial constr ints on change.

It is'quite possible that othex projects are active in changing struc-

tures within the context of their'Deans' Grants. An appropriate extension'

of RegiOnal Evaluation Cominittee activities might be a focused interview

with project personnel to bring to the surface additional insights about

project goals and'activities.
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In respect to the investigation of "cotmonalities" and "differences"

based upon "stages of life," there are too few examples of structured goals

to draw conclusions. In regard to "degree of attainment" estimates, one

hypothesis that appears to be suPpoted by the data is that structural changes

may be associated with Deanis Grant project activities but tend not to be

a direct outgrowth of these activities. This hypothesis is suggested by

the fact that four of the six projects with structural change goals are

first-year projects and these four report high "level of goal attainmene'

during this first year of Dean's Grant project activity.

Conclusion and ReCommendations

This document represents a first phase. Much remains to be done.

However, this first phase of a multistage regional evaluation effort has

produced valuable empirical information. Information is presented on

project focal points on a project-year basis, on which actiVities best

accomplish specific objectives, and, most importint,on the commonalities

--shared by 19 projects in very different places (see Table 6). This sample

represents 15% of all Deans' Grants for the 1979-80 year. .It appears

'that projects may be more alike in both goals and strategies than might

be expected by the variation in project setting. This preliminary finding

has implications for the development of a national evaluation model by

41

the Dean's Grant projects before one is thrust upon them.

The time-linked commonalities in goals, objectiVes, and activities

which were noted across role groups and processes has further implica-

tions for developing a set 9f general norms for project movement duOng

96



Table 5 - 5

Summary of Levels oi Attainment for Central Region
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**given three-year cycle. The specification of generic developmental stages

is one way of retaining the flexibility allowed to Dean's Grant projects,

yet holding them responsible for reaching some milestones in accomplishing

goals. There'is reason to believe that differences among pro/ects may

be linked as much to the number of years in,existence as to institutional

P

and contextuA factors. Hence, the notion of a developmental model for

project performance is supported by the data displayed in this report

and tabulated in Tables 5 and 6.

Table 5 groups the projects by project year to describe the projects'

reports of levels of attainment by means, minimal and maximal values, and

number of responding institutions. The reported ranges for each

variable and means illustrate a basic probleiti in self-report measures of

this type: only the middle values are consistently used by the projects.

Additionally, the means and range are also only one-time measures (end

of the year), so it is not known whether projects began at and.maintained

the same level of attainMent.

For this and other reasons stated earlier, there may be more useful

ways of gathering and repotting data for region-mide and single institu-

tions. A suggested alternative is a Modified taxonomy: .a suggested devel-

opmental sequence for the life of projects which is used as one source

-

of information In the development of individual and region-wide Discrep-

ancy Evaluation Models.

Table 6 presents a summary of the activities actually carried out

in the area of Faculty Competence to achieve the goals specified in the

areas of Knowledge, Performance and the others. These data, concerns

with definitions, and project age led to the design of the 4ata collec-

10i
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tion device shown in Table 7.

Table 7 presents a sample instrument with descriptive information

on projects in a suggested developmental sequence. This kind of an

instrument is illustrative of a proposed modification of the 1979-80

Central Region Evaluation Team Effort and is more in keeping with the

Discrepancy TEválüation Model.

As one looks across the four variables of faculty, student, curriculum,

and organizational structure, project focus seem to shift from faculty

$o student and curriculum as the project ages. Similarly, activities

and energies move from curriculum change to organizational structure change

in the "older projects" (three years 4) whereas several new projects

view organizational change or restructuring aS a major strategy for

-liccomplishing the goals of the grant. .It may be that the category,

Organizational Structure, or institutionalization or structural change,

is a process variable rather than 4 treatment or outcome variable of

the same.type as that of faculty, student and curriculum. This is an

area for further review by the projects in the region. There is some

evidence among-the older projects that activities moved from a broad-

based global focus to a more highly intensive individualized approach,

to specific activities which can be identified for an individual or

a designated group.

Further examination of the data and additional systematic and

periodic collections of data using modified versions of the forms developed

for this pilot study should'proVide additional insights into commonali-

ties and unique qualities.
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Table 5-6

ACTIVITIES TO ACHIEVE FACULTY COMPETENCY
Regional Deants Grunt Projects °

1980

Category

, .-

Year 1 Year il Year 111

KNOWLEDGE

,0
1-,

1

Lectures using internal and
external consultants

Observations
Simulations
Field trips
Mends-on experiences .

Media
.Resource materials
Suggested readings
Informal discusiions
Released time
Conferences
Retreats
Surveys
Field trips to mainstream sites
Research studies .,

Site visits
Seminars and workshops
Newsletters
Task force
Information retreival

method

Workshop with eXternal
speaker

..

.

None

.

.

PERFORMANCE

1 n% r")

Develop faculty team
Semple module
Amster plan and schedule
Support materials
Presentations by project staff

in coursee
Individual and small conferences
Teaching-Learning packets
Review course syllabi
Surveys -

Conferences
Conferences/Retreats/Lunch-

time Seminars

Faculty-workshop with
coniultants

Mini-giants
Support througb graduate assistants
Human and material support
Use of paCket concept
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Category Veer

ATTITUDES

Film
Pane' presentation by

handicapped persona
Readings
Lectures
Values clerifications
-Staff development activities
Seminars and workshops
Dean's address
Surveys
Conferences
Small group travel state

sprogrema

Year II Year III

Curriculum review
Team teaching
Handicapped Students' workshops
Noon-hour seminars
Meterials development
Cross-department meetings
Workshop with public school

teschers
Workshop on evaluationm
Administration of attitude

scales

Surveys

SEHAV/Ot

Workshops
Incentive system
*Interdisciplinary seminar
Identification of national

and state mainatreem
conferences '

Meetings with deportment.
cheirpeople

Seminar audits

Teacher educator teaching in
mainstream setting

Participant-obeiition
in field site

Monographs
Stipends
Support for interschool plan

For mainstreaming content
in courses

1U

Workshops and seminars
Small group sessions
Small greup facilitators

Staff.development
Informal faculty get together.
Interdisciplinary visits
Expandine advisory groups
Publication of quarterly

reports
Newsletters end uPdate of

legislation on
handicepiem

Consultation conference.
Steering committee

Interdepartment noon
hour seminar

Cross college symposium

Conferences

lOb



Table 5-7

Summary of Project Activities by Year

Project Code

CIRC E YE

1 I 2

OF PROJ CL

3 4 5

Faculty Objective

Variable NA* Activities for First Year Projects Date of
Completion

, .

Activity
Completed

3

3

3

3

,

3,

3

CIRCLE ONE
Activity
In Progress

2

2

2

2

2

,, 2

2

Activity
Not Started

1

1

1
r

1

1

1

1

1.

,

Faculty A. Assess faculey knowledge of and attitudes toward

mainstreaming formal and informal devices.

B. Introduce goals and objectives of ,heansl Grant

to teacher education faculty. .

.:

C. Plan facuIty development for the year with in-
.

put from faculty.

,

p. Organize and implement workshops, field trips,

seminars, etc. .

1

E. Train project staff and faculty.

F. Establish a'projectlianagement Information Sys-

tem with staff and faculty, responsibilities.

G.

N.

*
NA refers to activities that were not to be started in the current year or not begun at all.
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Project 'Code

OF PROJ CT

1 2 3 .4

Student Ob ective

,

Variable NA*
t Activities for First Year Projects Date of

CdMpletion
Activity
Completed

CIRCLE'ONE
Activity
In Progress

.

Activity
Not Started

'Students A. Assess students',knowledge a and attitudes
towara mainstreaming.

_.

B. Plan and sponsor cross departmental orientation
' workshops for students.

C. Schedule and -pupervise field trips to sites with
handicapped studente. . _...,

.

D. Fiesentations re P.L. 94-142 in social founda-
e

tions cotirses.

.
.

.

P.

...

.

3

3
,

53

.

3

,

2

2

2

2

2

1 .

.

1

1

1

NA refers to actiVities that were not to be started in the current year or not-begun at all.

his.)

10.1
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Table 5-7 (Coat'd.)

Project Code

CIRC E Y, OF PROJTT

2 3 4 5

Curriculum Objective

,Variable NA Activities for First Year Projects Date of
Completion

.

Activity
Completed

3

CIRCLE ONE
Actiliity

In Progress

2

ActivitY
Not Started

Curriculum A. Faculty involved in review and analysis of Teacher
Education curriculum .re P.L. 94-142.

-

,

B. Complete needs assessment'of curriculum and share

with faculty.

C. Plan for curriculum revision

D
'

/

3

3

3

2
..

2

2

--c,

1

I

1

Organizational StruCtUre Objective

Orianila-
k

A. ,Consider reorganization of relevant structures to .

tional facilitate project goals.
3 2 1

Structure
B. Review SCDE organization with College Advisory

Committee: .

C. Organize and convene Advisory Committee for pro-

, 1
.

ject.
- 3 2 1

D.
3 2 I

E.
3 2 1

._



Table 5-7 (Coned.)

Project Code

CIRCLE YEAR OF PROJECT

1 2 3 4 5

Faculty Objective

Uriable NA Activities for Second Year Projects
.

Date of
,Completion

Activity
Completed

Activity
In Pro ress

Activity
Not Stnrted

Faculty A. 3 2 1

S. . 3 2 1 \
.. 3 2 1

3 . ? 1

S.

,

3 2 1

F. 1 2 1

C. 3 2 1

! 3 2 1

I. 3 1

Students

Students Objective

A. 3 1

B. 3 1

C. 3 , 2
1

D. 3 2 1

E. 3 2 1
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Table 5-7 (Coned.)

Project Code

CIRCLE YEAR OF PROJECT

Curriculum Objective

Variable NA

\

Activities for Second Year Projects
Date of
Compleiion

Activity
Completed

Activity
In Progress

Activity
Not Started

Curriculum A.
. 2 1

B.
3 2 1

C.
3 2 1

D.
1

3 2 1

Organizational Structure

Organiza-
tional

A.
3 1

Structure B.
3 1

C.
3 2 1



Project Code

Table 5-7 (Cont'd.)

0,

l' 2 3 4 5

FacUlty Objective

'Iriable NA* Activities for Third Year Projects Date of
Completion

Activity
Completed

Activity Activity
In Progress Not Started

tarulty

'

t3

3

3

3

3

3

3

3

2

2

2

.2

2

2

2

2

2

1

1

1

1

1

1

: p

Students Cthjective

140nts

il. I

A.

B.

C.

D.

3

3

3

3

2

"2

i

2

\
2

1

1

1

1

1

Id



Table' 5-7 (Cfmt'd.)

"rvject Code

.CIRCLE YEAR OF PROJECT

1 4 5

0

Curriculum Objective

.riable NA Activities for Third Year Projects Date of
Completion

Activity
Completed

Activity
ln ProRress

Activity
Not Started

urriculum A.
3 2 1

B.
3 2 1

C 3 2 1

D.
(I 3 2 1

Organizational Structure

'rganiza-
tional

A.
-

3 2 1

:tructure 15.
3 2 1

C.
3 2 1

. .
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Additionally, examination of the levels of attainment information should

allow the region and individual projects to develop realistic time lines

for goal accomplishment as well as to assist in the anticipation of prob-

lem areas. The goal is to develop more precise instruments, possibly

by interviewing a sample of a projecea staff, to clarify and validate

categories. Then a continuous and systematic data collection, analysis,

and reporting procedure must be devised. One such suggested system follows:

A Proposed Evaluation System and Requirements for
Application To Dean's Grant Projects

A data base must be established to get some notion of what projects

across the region do on an annual basis. At the outset information is

needed on the intended activities and objectives that ought (ideally) to

be accomplished, the participating individual institutions, and a time

frame for the completion of the project's events. The information

gathered from projects so,far represents a set of baseline data from

which a sample monitoring instrument has been constructed (see Table 7).

From the data-collected, activities have been drawn out and listed;

they represent most of ehe first-year projects. Columns have been in-

cluded to indicate the status of completion of these activities. Note

that space has been left for the addition of other objectives and acti-

vities not represented and that an estimated completion data is re-

qUired for each activity. It is intended, therefore, that a common in-

strument, such as this one, be constructed for each project year and

distributed at the beginning of the year for projects to use as a plan-

ning and monitoring tool for the year's activities. Staff members of

the various projects will have the advantage of seeing "core" activities
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which other projects intend to accomplish, and will be allowed to select

among them for use in theii project by merely circling the letter of

the activity and then indicating an estimated completion date. They

ere also to add those objectives'which they believe to be unique to their

project and to assign them letters and a-completion date. Once this

process is completed, and it may take considerable planning effort, it

constitutes an abbreviated project plan that will then be sent to the

regional liaison or a regional evaluation team. Regional liaisons will

keep these. plans on file and distribute them periodically to the pro-

ject staff for a progress report. Projects respond by merely circling

the completion status of each activity in their own plan. Projects

may make one copy.fOr their own use and then return the form to the

regional liason. It is proposed that the instrument be mailed and

collected tWixe per year and that the information received be summarized

and shared with all projects in the region. Such a monitoring procedure

will facilitate periodic self-evaluation by project statf rembersiand

will allow the projects to obtain an over-all picture of regional opera-

tions as a kind of reference point during as well as at the end of the year.

Snell methods should increase useful communication, provide information

on growth and accomplishment' and help to facilitate any assistance that

projects at the local level may need in time for such assistance to

be effective.

To increase the richness of the data gathered, projects also would

be requested to fill out brief demographic reports and to indicate any

major change'in program structure or components when they respond



periodically to eheinstruk t. Also provided will be a section in

which they can respond- written form on any additional information

-on-AlitiprOject which hey wish to report, such as positive accomplish-

ments, unintended outcomes, concerns, or unusual circumstances.

At the e of each year, discrepancy scores will be computed for

the projec grouped by year of operation and, as inditated earlier,

no data or individual projects will be ,reported. The lower the dis-

crepa cies between the objectives and activities at the end of the year,

the igher are the indicated accomplishment levels of the projects.

i
S ch reporting will aid the identification-of particular strengths and

weaknesses of projects'as well as provide an accurate.picture of

exactly what act4...valestook place generally across projects. The re-

port will be distributed to earth project for self-comparison purposes

-and for planning for the upcoming year.

Each year of operation will provide more data for instrument refine-

ment. No doubt, changes will occur from year to year, some that already

Can-be anticipated, given current evaluation data. Also indicated, how-

ever, will be hatf. first-year projects, for example, change over the years,

as.defined by those objectives that are written in by first-year projects

in the process of developing the.initial plan (the first time they fili

.out the instrument). Such !'change" data will be invaluable at the regional

and national level for evaluation:and planning purposes on a wider scale.

All distribution and collection protedures could be handled by the

regiOnal liaisonlon a regular basis, With project anonymity guaranteed to

local projects.

12j
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et,

Instruments might be revised and updated yearly for distribution

at the beginning a-I the year and one ot er t me during t e year.

Yearly evaluation reports of the data aggregatedLby project year

may.be reported locally, regionally, and nationally. Once initial

instruments are construci9d, the system should be able to be

managed with a minimum of cost and effort, if it is maintained

properly.

In summary, this evaluation scheme is proposed on the basis of con-

siderable discussion and the analysis of the data presently available

from Dean's Grant projects. The limitations on the usefulness of

these data has revealed the need for a more comprehensive scheme

to gather data periodically and reveal individual growth of local

projects. One key stumbling block in a once-per-year assessment

of project accomplishmentIlies in the diversity.of project activi-

ties and the diversity of the institutions conducting Dean's Grant

programs. The suggested soheme is easily administered and maintained,

once it is in place, and it will satisfy these complex needs with

a minimal local project effort. The informaAon provided will have

high utility at local, regional, and national levels in terms-of

describing the specific and general accomplishments of projects on

a yearly basis. It is not intended to be used as a comparative de-

vice or for use in making decisions'on project competence or eligi-

bility for refunding. As proposed, the scheme should greatly in-

crease the usefufhess of the data gathered for all levels.of project

functioning.
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Chapter

The Dean's Role in the Dean's Grant Project:

Director and-Advocate15

Carol A. Sivage

University of Portland

Diane Reinhard and Richard Arends

University of Oregon
4

The basic assumption of the Dean's Grant Program is innovative but

problematic. These.grants, awarded by the Bureau of Education for the Nandi-

capped16 to 141 institutions of higher education in the 1980-81 academic

year, put deans in a critical role, that of advocate df curricular reform.

The assumption of the grants is that by serving as projdct directors, deans

can be instrumental in reorganizing teacher education. The original grant

announcement from Dr. Edwin W. Martin (JulY 29, 1974) stated the charge.

Addressed directly to deans of departments.schools, and colleges of education,

1

it requested the dean's assistance 'as a change agent" to prepare regular I

education teachers to meet the needs of handicapped children in an expanded,

mainstream.

15This report is based on a longer technical report, Operationalizing

Advocacy: An Analysis of Deans' Roles'as Project Directors of Deans' Grants

by Carol A. Sivage, Diane Reinhard, & Richard Arends. Address requests tor

information to Carol Sivage, University of Portland, 5000 N. Willamette Blvd.,

Portland, Oregon 97203.

16Now the Office of Special Education in the U. S. Department of Education.
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There is little empirical evidence to support the assumption that deans

are critical to the success of Dean's.Gtant Projects (DGPs). The purpose of

this study, therefore, was to investigate the behavior of deans in administer-

ing_the grants and to _ascertskio wherhpr the reported behaviors differed from

those of the roles advocated by the developers of the Dean's Grant Program

and by theorists of organizational change in higher education.

The questions addressed in this study are as follows:

1. What do deans actually do as project directors of Deans'

Grants? What are the real behaviors of deans which are

seen as helpful to change efforts?

2. What discrepancies exist in descriptions of these

administrators' behaviors? Do external funciers, project

personnel, and the literature present a view that dif-

fers from the actual behaviors of DGP directors in

representative sites?

Methodology

The study used a form of case study exploratory research which is

probably tore properly described as "mini-case study" because of the rela=

tively short time spent at each site (an average of 2 days per visit). The

purpose it similar to that of longer,case studies, however, because We tried

to provide a detailed, factual, and.in-depth-desctiption of the subjects,

striving for what anthropologist Geertz (1973)
17

called "thick description"

(p. 7).

17References are listed at the end of the chapter.
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A stratified random sample of 10 DGP sites was selected which equitably

represented the categories of institution size and mission, geographical

region, and funding level of grant. Furthermore, in order to obtain the

'MA:1' description of the dean's role, only sites which had had a grant for

at least 2 years, and which had had the same dean for at least one year, were

considered. The plan was for each visit to consist of interviews with the dean

and appropriate project personnel and faculty during a period of two days per

site.

The first meeting in each case was with the dean. A master script was

used for consistency. It provided an outline of the purposes of the study,

the obligat ns of the de should he
18

choose to participate, confidentiality

issues, and next teps in facilitating the visit. If the dean chosato par-

ticipate, he had the option of selecting a contact person to manage details

of the visit. In every case, the dean was most eager to participate and wel-

comed our researchiE

We asked the dean and contact person at each site to send us preliminary

information to provide a context. Course descriptions, descriptions of the

education unit, and information related to the DGP were especially useful, as

were university catalogs and information on the city and its environment.

The contact person at each site Was asked to schedule interviews with

appropriate personnel associated with the DGP, including the dean, project

coordinator, and faculty members, as well as some faculty members who were

very active in the DGP and_some who were not active. In all, almost 100_

persons (12 deans, 9*project coordinators, and 73 faculty members) were

18
Inasmuch as all the deans in the study were male, masculine pronouns are

used throughout the report.

126'
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410

interviewed at the 10 grant sites for this study.

_ Results

THE DEAN AS ADVOCATE OF CHANGE

The two objectives of the study related to the topic of administrative

advocacy.

1. We felt the need to "operationalize" the definition of advocacy

by gathering instances of observed behaviors of deans who supported DGPs.

We hoped to categorize these behaviors and thus to create a systematic

framework of behaviors that support change. This framework, we thought,

could lead to an operational definition of advocacyt

2. We wanted to compare the very different contexts of public schools

and universities. Mosi studies of cAange which'we reviewed were carried

out in public school settings. We hoped, by virtue of the higher education

settings we studied, to add further insights on administrative advocacy in

the autonomous/milieu of the university.

Because literature on deans as change agents in higher education was

almost nonexistent, we found it useful to extend our literature search to

a number of related topics: administrative advocacy in general, the process

of change in public schools, and a fascinating body of literature on the

peculiar situational context of higher education.

The first concern, the supportive 'behaviors of the deans we interviewed

and concept of advocacy, which is developed through a review of existing

literature on the topic, define the two dimensions of advocacy which we

propose.

One dimension provides a view of what advocates do, using citations

of appropriatrliterature and information from our interviews. The roles of'

12,
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negotiator with competing factions, persuader for participation, and choreog-

rapher of change are described. Next, we move to the second dimension,

Advocacy Intensities. The categories, which seem to differ primarily in

intensity of involvement, use actual situations from our research for clarity.

The final section summarizes the two dimensions and presents a graphic

framework of roles and deans' intensities of involvement as they administer

DGPs.

Advocacy: A Definition

The award of grants directly to deans was planned specifically to

develop advocacy, commitment, and awareness in these chief administrators

of schools and colleges of education. In the Rand Study of Educational

Change, administrators who were leading change efforts were dubbed "gate-

keepers of change" in recognition of their vital role in either facilitating

6i-inhibiting innovation TBerman, ateenwood, & McLaughlih, 1975, p."-Par:---The

Rand researchers reported that the projects that accomplished the least were

redirected or subverted by administrators. Endorsement and active support

by administrators Were almost necessary for success.

A definition of advocacy is provided by Kritek (1976): "Advocates

,

defend the integrity of the innovation, recruit members, infuse them with

values, and secure resources" (p. 97). A dean who was active in the early

planning of the Dean's Grant Program extended the definition:

.Special educators had tried to change regular teacher

#
training programs for years, but they had no luck. A

dean could do it though. If deans could be brought

together for discussion forums, they could learn from

each Other how to change teacher education. The dean

13 u
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could be chief planner, and deans' grants could provide

planu ng-money. (Corrigan; 1980)--------

The award of planning money directly to deans could facilitate major changes

in curriculum. These early planners saw the power of these planning grants

as a means of legitimizing deans' participation in curricular reform and

developing powerful administrative advocates far educating handicapped children

in mainstreamed settings. The numerous change studies reinforcing this notion

stress administrative advocacy as an essential variable of successful change

efforts (e.g., Berman & McLaughlin, 1975; Bryson & Delbecq, 1979; Emrick &

Peterson, 1978; Gross, Giaquinta & Bernstein, 1971; Reinhard & Arends, 1979;

Sivage, 1979b; Smith & Keith, 1971). However, no study offers specific in-

formation on the activities of administrators who are perceived as advocates.

Thus, the focus of the following section is on one dimensiOn of advocacy,

the roles taken,by deans as they direct a DGP. The description,of-these roles

comes from a review of the literature as well as from interviews and observa-

tions at the 10 sites we visited.

ANARCHY, AUTONOMY, AND INDEPENDENCE: THE DEAN AS NEGOTIATOR WITH COMPETING

FACTIONS

Some ideas of theorists of organizational structures in higher education

complicate the decision-making processes in higher education. Cohen and

March (1974), for instance, described the contexts of universipies as

"organized anarchies, characterized by problematic goals, unclear technology

and fluid participation" (p. 3). Such characteristics complicate the pro-

cesses of change in structure, faculty attitudes, and participation which DGPs

131



proposed to make. Norms of faculty autonomy in higher education interpose

other diffiCillties to change (Baldridge, 1978; Dejnozka, 1978;, Mandelbaum, 1979).

Interdepartmental cooperation and communication are keY requirements in

DGP operations yet the theorists, as well as our own observations, show com-

munication to be a most difficult endeavor. Special and regular educators, in

the sites we visited, reported a lack of communication and, in some cases,

outright hostility among their departments.

The lack of communication presents a significant difficulty for DGPs

that propose to prepare regular education faculty members and students in

what traditionally have been special education techniques. This sort of

change preeupposes interdependence, communication among departments, and a

willingness on the part of faculty members to change and to learn new skills.

The most problematic aspect of DGPs is that they can easily become marginal

organizations which are not "owned" by either special or regular education.

These "marginal and autonomous grants,"'described as "loosely coupled"

(Weick,1976),quickly dissolve when funding ceases. The comprehensive changes

in curriculum, knowledge, and attitudes that these grants propose are not

institutionalized, nor are they integrated into the total organization with

careful planning and persuasion and negotiations among the competing forces

within higher education settings. Interdependence and cooperation are

essential for success, and the individual in the ideal position to plan,

persuade, and negotiate among these forces As the dean.

Internal Negotiations

The deans we spoke with often described their role as mediator and

negotiator between the often-discordant views of special and regular edu-

cation. The political nature of higher education decision making described

by Baldridge (1978, pp. 19-20) typifies-the situotions we observed.
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Over and over in our interviews we heard of instances in which the dean

had negotiated w?h divergent groups on behalf of the DGP. Some instances

occurred within the education unit, usually between special and regular edu-

cation, hut in several instances the negotiations were in the larger univer-

sity. This.role as negotiator is a key one for the deans we visited.

In-seven of the 10 sites we visited special education departments were

part of the education unit. If at these sites the DGPs were closely identi-

fied with special educators, resemtment often was expressed by regular

education faculty members. We heard at every site we visited that the dean's

ownership and control ofthe grant was essential. Faculty members told us,
/

as did the deans themselves, that in order to achieve grant objectives with

the regular education faculty ii was better not to identify with any group

too closely, particularly not with the special education department.

External-Negotiatimmev

The deans we interviewed spoke oi some common problems in higher

education, particularly, declining enrollMents that caused budget and program

cuts. They described various tactics they employ to insure the survival-of

edncation progribm, and they spoke optimistically of the role that DGPs might

play in an otherwise gloomy forecast.

*TWo detns whom we intervlewed described their active role in BEH-funding

(sic) negotiations, the sort of external negotiation that only the dean can

do. Other deans made it clear that the DGP had a high priority in the depart-
.,

ment, as evidenced by ita high visibility and the public relations at univer-

sity administrative levels. These deans represented the grant capably on

committee assignments across campus.

,We heard reports of deans who were carrying the goals of the DGPs to

political and certification channels at the state level. These deans were
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supporting standards for certification that would require all teachers to

'be prepared to work with handicapped people, a marketable skill in the cur-

rent job market.

We heard that deans could manipulate the_reward structure of the

university on behalf of the grant--developing overload policies and 'cutting

through red tagS as no one else could.

In suMmary, our observations and interviews confirmed theories of

higher education organizations and politics. We'saw DGPs caught in the

middle of opposing views of education, with the potential of becoming a

marginal, and hence, dissolvable innovation. We interviewed deans whO told

'pa of their role as negotiator between divergent forces in the attempt to

14pild ,ownership 'and integration of the grant into existing programs. It

allpears to us that deans, as project directors of DGPs, are in a unique and

poWerful position to mediat e. conflicts-of- values within education units and,

also, to negotiate with essential external forces. How they do this is the

subject of the next section.

FACILITATOR OF CHANGE WITHOUT REVOLUTION: THE DEAN AS PERSUADER FOR

PARTICIPATION

The deans we visited and the faculty members we interviewed told us how

DGPs are organized. At each of our 10 sites, deans worked through coordinators

and faculty advisory committees to achieve the goals of the grant. We found

that deans insured faculty participation in grant activities through the

powers of persuasion, both direct and indirect. There is evidence in the

literature to support this role of persuader, especially given the political

nature of university decision making (Baldridge, 1971; Conant, 1978;
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Salancik & Pfeffer, 1974). Kanter and Weatley (n.d.) argued that deans need

qualities of "moral suasion." It is their skills as political actors that

count. They wrote,

In the boundary roles in a college or university--

roles that must mediate between environments, constitu-

encies, and factions--the skills that seem important are

the ability to: bring people together; give bad news

without provoking too much resentment; salesmanship;

negotiation; understanding the faculty and how to deal

with them; and tactics as a "supreme mediator." (p. 5)

These writers described a task for which deans are uniquely prepared. As

chief administrators of DGPs they can offer political astuteness and the

power of their office to what might otherwise be a marginal and easily dis-

solved change effort.

The examples of power and persuasiveness we observed seem to fit into

three categories: direct persuaslion, power-of-the-office persuasion, and

'persuasion through others.

Direct Persuasion

We found a number of very direct ways in which deans,tried to influence

faculty Members to participate in DGP activities. The particular methods

are highly dependent on personal style and,situational context; thus, one

method might be rated as highly successful for one dean in his particular situ-

ation but as unsuccessful for another person in another place. Nevertheless,

we identified the folldwing particular sets of direct persuasive behaviors:
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Deans who talk about the DGPs, its goals, objectives, and potential,

make 4 convincing persuasive argument for participation. This direct verbal

support is most important, we found, at the grant's initial stages. The

deans we interviewed who made a point of active persuasion at faculty

\
meetings at the beginning of the year were remembered as advocates by faculty

members and coordinators. Their support usually took the forms of commitment

to the goals and "vision" of the grant, and lekitimizing project staff by

identifying them with the DGP.

Memos, letters, handwritten.notes, and columns in the faculty newsletter

were vehicles to provide direct written support to DGP activities. For

instance,-one dean wrote a column in the biweekly newsletter. In the column

he stressed long-range goals for the college and his vision of the future of

teacher education. In his particular large-university situation, and with

his personal reputation as a scholar, this technique was most successful in

persuading faculty members to inform themselves about grant activities.

Other deans used their visibility as scholars to produce articles and

make oral presentations on DGPs. This national visibility was a powerful

device to involve faculty members at the local level.

In another site, the dean had a more informal style of leadership. He

preferred handwritten notes which were attached to DGP communications, hand-

outs, and articles. This method, in its particular institutional context,

was perceived as supportive.

Yet another dean, who wa..4 faced with multiple pressures in his urban

university, found formal letters to be a useful direct persuasive device.

This busy dean sent lettere of invitation to faculty members to attend

inservice workshops. Although they were less personal than a handwritten
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note, he reported that this technique fit his busy schedule and the formality'

of the faculty with whom he Worked.

Indirect Persuasion

We were surprised by the strength of the "powerof the dean's office."

Faculty members in each of our 10 sites described hoW the dean persuaded

them to participate in the DGP. in addition to the direct behaviors reporied

011,

in the preceding section, the descriptions usually indluded an undefinable

eitity, Sometimes described as "clput" but usually subtle'and not describable

in specific behavioral terms.

When deans advocate and support activities, faculty members know it.

We were impressed by the pervasiveness,of this knowledge even When the dean

was relatively uninvolved and invisible to faculty members. At each of the

sites we visited, faculty members could te4. us what and whom.the dean favored,

even when the dean'preferred to work through associate deans and department

chairpersons. This knowledge appears to be based on a series of actions

which can be identified and, also, on a set of more subtle, unidentifiable

behaviors. The concept of "_gestalt" seems to describe what.we say - -all the

deansl....behaviicd-i-.;:ct and subtle, fit into a pattern that broadcasta a

message of advocacy or nonadvocacy. A dean who broadcasts "advocacy" in

favor of the DGP is a most subtle and powerful persuader of-faculty involve-

meni.

Persuasion through Others.

Some of the deans we interviewed let others help th persuasion. At

one site, an upcoming international special e cation conference on campus

was sponsored by the physical education department: The preparatiOns in-

cluded building remodeling to meet accessibility standards; they convinced
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the education depart?Rnt of the scope and potential of the movement for

equiey for handicapped persons.

In another example, nationally known scholars were bein brought to

the campus on behalf of the DGP. Faculty members were impres ed with the

power and prestige of these presentors and with their connnitmétt to and

support of the DGP. Deans who were demonstrably part of the network of DGP'

consultants andrparticipanta were persuasive factors in stimulating faculty
_

particpation at the local level.

We propose, as a result of our visits, that persuasion be fine-tuned

fit the dean's style of leadership and the particular university situa-

.

tion. There is a very thin line between persuasion and overt direction,

and the placement of this line depends on both leadership style. and situa-

tion.- As a result of our research, we confirm whaeour literature searcli

told us: deans lead by persuasion, not authoritarian direction. Whether

direct or indirect, this "moral suasion," as Kanter put it, is an extremely

powerful stimulus to change.

MANAGING A TEMPORARY SYSTEM: THE DEAN AS CHOREOGRAPHER OF CHANGE

Most change studies'agree with the finding that, "the process of

introducing and implementing change in schools is far more difficult that"

current views envigion" (Hall, Loucks, 4 George, 1978). Change is a process,

not an event, accoeding to theSe studies. An extended period of gradual

behavior change, often difficult and time consuming, is associated with the
- -

change process (Hall et al., 1978; Reinhard & Arends, 1979; Sivage, 1979a).

DGP planners have theorized that deans are in an excellent position to

facilitate, or choreograph, the change process needed to-reorganize teacheA

education programs. Our research concurd in identifying activities of deans

that clarify,the choreographer-of-change role.
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Our interviews suggest that deans can assess the receptivity.and

capacity of the faculty for change as no one else can. We heard about deans'

activities and actions that facilitated the mutual adaptation of DGPs and

faculty members who were affected by the projects' activities.

We observed how deans can deal with predictable conflicts between

divergent faCtions.by. careful choreography, coordinated planning, and

coaching. Additionally, we identified activities by which deans provide

.thcstructures. and supports to facilitate the process,of-change, using the

DGP funds to provide.iersonnel and financial resources.

Achieving Role Clarity

Host of the deans we visited left 4ay-to-day project operations to

others, usually, coordinators and/or management teams. Research on change

processes indicate that this-adelnistrative role is appropriate at the im-

vdementation stages (Bryson & Delbecq, 1979). It must be remembered that all

our sites housed experienced projects (2 years' previous funding was a

selection criteria).

Communication and brainstorming are essential to achieve role

clarity--the who-does-what, day-to-day management of the project. We heard

time and time again that teams made.up of the dean an& coordinator must

tlearly define their individual roles in the management of the grant, and

we observed a great variety in how these roles were defined. Individual -

personalities, academic status, and the cdntext of the situation appear to

be determining factors in role definition.

13,9



At one site, for instnce, the coordinator, a w ll-redpected full

1

professor, provided both day-to-day management anf conceptualizatiOn for his

fifth-year DGP; the dein ws minimally invo1ve4! At.another place,, a new

dean and_a project coordinator (a graduate student) achieVed success by

dffice proximity and almatt daily meetinge, especially in the initial stages.

When the coordinaior of the grant;is.a low-siatus faculty member or

a graduate student, ,ife observed that it is especiilly important for the dean

to coach and visib4y and actively communicate project goals and activities.

Careful.role definition and highly visible communication between the dean and

coordinator are especially important to legitimize the activities of the

latter in such cases.

Several sites were coordinated by'relatively high-status faculty members,

an associate dean in one case and full professors with many publishing credits,

in others. In these DGPs, the dean provided a slightly different sort of

support: easing the way for project goals and keeping communication channels 4

open. Coordinators in these projects, perhaps appropriately because -of their

experience, took a more active role in conceptualizing the goals of the

grant. In some cases the coordinators were the primary planners with the

dean providing mainly consultatiVe functions. We could summarize the

issue of role clarity by speculating that who does the job is not so inportant

because what seems to count is'clear communication and the dean's visible

support for-what gets ditine.

Providing Social Support

We discovered that in DGPs, as anywhere else, hard work deserves

recognition. Specifically, deans who took the time to compliment hard-working

coordinators, to thank faculty members for extra efforts on. behalf of the
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project and to express confidence and social support for difficult Change

efforts, were highly appreciated. Social support from the dean is a trust

builder. Coordinators and faculty members told us they have confidence and

can be more assertive in achieving project goals when they know that the

dean supports them.

Using and Allocating lesources

DGP funding is usual* relatively low, as compared to other grant

gwards,_ but we observed that it is more important to consider relative

funding in comparison witti other available discretionary monies. In other

words, if the dean has $40,000 (the mean award) and it all can be used for

faculty retreate, inservice sessions, and other rewards, then he has a

comparatively powerful resource to stimulate curriculum change. The

coordinator ahd staff of the DGP, if carefully chosen, provide another

excellent resource ix termsOf technics ssistance and support to faculty

members.Thepointi' important enoug to repeat. Deans control a powerful

reward system througf; thellean'i Grant funds. Whatever the size of the grant

award it provides a relatively large addition to the dean's discretionary

monies. In most of our sites, these discretionary funds were a scarce

resource, indeed.

We heard of numerous instances in which DGP funds were used to persuade

and reward faculty participation. Released time for faculty members to work

on grant objectives and faculty grants to stimulate module development were

common devices. At one site, the dean administered a mini-grant competition

among faculty,members who wished to investigate educational techniques for

handicapped students. Other projects chose faculty retreats as an inservice

and staff-development technique.

4,4
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We obsszved Instances 'in which deans took a direct role in budget

management. In other cases the coordinator provided a budget for the dean's

approval. At one site, the dean facilitated a larger planning group's de-
#

cisions on budgetary matters. The deans we interviewed described a more

involved tole related to hinds initially; for instance in relation to BEH

(sic). In at least two cases, the dean was able to augment,,and in one

case to save, the grant awards by careful negotiation'and persuasion of

the funding agency.

Project coordinators play a crucial role. In virtually all the sites

we visited, if the grant was too closely associated with the special edu-

cation department, problems developed. Coordinators, who most successfully

bridged the gap between departments proyided a careful mix of credibility

and understanding of both regular and special education. This credibility

among both regular and special education faculties is absolutely essential,

as is a spirit of cooperation and helpfulness in the coordinator. 'The per-

sonality and style of the coordinator must be compatible with the context of

the situation, and the dean is in the perfect position to make sure that

there is a match.'

In review, we observed that DGPs can provide vital and scarce resources

to 'deans as they reorganize teacher-training programs. These resources are

in the forms of discretionary funds to stimulate change activities and addi-
,

tional personnel to facilitate those activities. The key figure in this

strategy is the dean, who serves as choreographer: choosing, directing, and

overseeing an appropriate cast of characters to fit the situation he directs.



CATEGORIES -OF ADVOCACY INTENSITY

The second dinension of advocacy describes categories of intensity or

levels of involvement as the deans administer-DGPs. These categories, or

intensities oflnvolvement, are often'related to personal leadership style

and situational context as the deans administer the geals and objectives

of the DGPs. The first stage, "Being There," is crucial if a dean is to'be

perceived as an advocate. The other stages, "Active/Inforned Involvement"

and Integration With Institutional Mission" are rare and more situationally

0

dependent.

Being There

At each of our 10 sties we_ heard the same thing: The dean must support

the DGP. When we tried to find out what this support meant, we discovered

that in nany cases our respondents meant "being there," in terms of either

the dean's bodily presence at seminars, lectures, and meetings, or his

signature--"being there"--on DGP memos and letters. Ye visited a cross-

section of DGPs in large, small, research, and teacher-training institutions,

and in all these places we heard the same thing: Physical presence means

advocacy.

Almost every dean we visited stressed the importance of attending DGP

activities. In sone cases, apparently, simple physical presence is enough,

but this presence is absolutely essential for advocacy. Our respondents

reported "looking for the dean" at DGP activities.. The fact that these busy

administrators find tine to attend these events is perceived as supportive

byfmost faculty members whom we interviewed. We can speculate that the amount

of'support suggested ,by the,dean's physical presence is a function of his

isolation from faculty activities. Thus, at one DGP, simple physical presence
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connoted a great deal of support because the university was large and the

dean usually was perceived,as uninvolved with faculty matters. At another/

DGP the dean said,,while looking at hiS calendar, "There's no way I can get

out of this Dean's Grant activity; I must support the grant"; but this

negative-sounding statement was-perceived as supportive by onlookers who

knew of this dean's overbooked schedule.

At other universities we spoke with deans who attended all DGP planning

sessions as observers and listeners. This somewhat passive attendance

seemed to facilitate and support the planning, especially when several

departments were involved. In higher education settings, time is a valued

resource, and how the dean allocates his time is symbolic of,support. This

fact is understood, we found, across departmental levels so that even passive

attendance is important.

A second aspect of the "being there" stage relates to the dean's.

signature. In most of our visits, faculty members and deans stressed the

importance of communications from the dean's office, and of the dean's

signature in a.prominent place. Signatures appeared to be especially im-

portant on the dean's requests for additional faculty participation in

inservice and other staff-development activities. At this "being there"

stage, the memo or meeting notice is usually written by someone else, often

the project coordinator, but we fo.und that the dean's letterhead and, most

important, the dean's signature must "be there."

ACTIVE/INFORMED INVOLVEMENT

We were surprised at the number of reports of the dean's active and

informed involvement in the DGPs. In many cases, deans not only attend

meetings and inservice sessions but they play an active and informed role:

introducing speakers, giving presentations, and demonstrating a knowledge

and cOnceptual understanding of the DGP purposes. In severaLcases, the



dean and projedt coordinator interacted at meetings and planning-sessions

in a way that showed uutual participation and decision making.- These behaviors

were observed as supportive of both the DGP and the )person in the coordinator

position. Our respondents told us that knowledgeable deans who understood

the grant and took an active and inforned role in its activities were seen

as strong advocates. Their involvement is demonstrated in a number of ways,

as for instance, the following:

One dean volunteers infornation about the DGP and its activities to

colleagues in the hallway, on car trips to conferences, and in other in-

formal settings.

Several deans we spoke with were active in coordinating DGP conferences

and retreats, inviting and entertaining.the speakers and participants.

One dean wrote about the Dean's Grant in his quarterlir report to local

schools, and he volunteers to talk to superintendents and teachers about

the project.

Two other deans have had articles published in national outlets on DGP

activities, and another writes regular "Dean's dolumns" for a bimonthly

newsletter.

Several deans took unusually active roles in conceptualizing the goals

of the DGP. In these universities, this active attention to curriculum

cha1/ bge was obserVed to be a strong condiment.

1 One Alean shoned his commituent to DGPs by learning the technical

language of special education and.becoming a recognized advocate of handi-

capped persons at state levels.

In several visits we.heard of deans who were especially actiVe in

planning DGP activities, chairing meetings, approving agendas, and the like.
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Activity level seems to be a neasurab e variable. Faculty members,

coordinators,.and deans tended to,compa e the dean's DGP activityilthbts

general involvement in other things. Obv

leadership style play a large part in these

level,of activity in DGPs compared with other

be a very supportive behavior. )

usly situational context and

INTEGRATION WTH THE INSTITUTIONAL MISSION

Mast of the deans we studied were reported to be visible;.some were

actively involved in the DGP; and a few reported a goal of institutionaliza-

tion or integration with the institution's mission.. These deans expressed

stings, but generally a tigh

ctivities was observed to

commitment to the larger goals, the concept and vision of the education

unit and the university. They told us that they viewed the DGP as a vehicle

to achieve that larger goal and they intended the project to be integrated

into the total program--a primary criterion of institutionalization.

These deans reported inherent value in the vision of the DGP. They

Made speeches that stressed the integration of the project into the total

education program. They responded to other external forces for change, such

as certifying agencies and state and federal legislation, and they stressed

the role of the DGP to help make the mandated changes. Their comments to

faculty members stressed the importance of change to fit the mandates of the

laws, and they stressed the importance of engagement by everyone.

Summary

TOWARD AN OPERATIONAL DEFINITION OF ADVOCACY

In review, our list of supportive behaviors fit into systematic

categories. We propose, as a result of this research, that advocacy be
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examined on two dimensions: (a) the roles that advocates take and (b)

roviding information on the intensity of the advocate's involvement. These

dimensions are not mutually exclusive. Rather, they overlap and overlap

as the grid in Table 5-1 illustrates. Examples from our.site visits helped

to define the categories used.

We have identified a series of deans' advocacy roles that provide one

dinension of the framework. We observed deans who negotiated with coppeting

environmental factions, both internal and external. We described deans who

persuaded faculty members to participate in DO activities, using personal

persuasion, power-of-the-office persuasion, and even allowing others to per-
t,.

suede for them. Finally we observed deans who successfully choreographed

change, coaching, directing, and overseeing an appropriate cast of characters

to fit the situation.

Although theseroles of Negotiator, Persuader, and Choreographer of.

Change are represented in the literature we reviewed and supported by our

data, they are clearly not the only roles that deans. iake. However,, for the

purposes of this study, an examination of the role of deans as project

'fiirector of the DGP, they are appropriate and provide one dimension of an

4erational_definition of advocacy.

The second'dinension, as we have said, describes ntensity of involve-

\I!nent. The first and no t essential category is "being there," which is

simple, physical presence at DGP activities or the dean's signature and

letterhead on written communiques. This sort of advocacy is relatively

uninvolved but we believe e.hii-it is absolutely, essential for deans to "be

there" if they are to be perceived as advocates.

14*/



The Two Dimensions of Advocacy

ADVOCACY ROLES

Being There

ADVOCACY INTENSITIES,

Active Informed
Involvement

Integration with
Institutional Mission

Negotiator
Role

Dean ds Project
Direct r - signing
the grant:

Dean's Grant
clearly operates
from dean's office.
Physical location
of coordinator's
office.'

Calling BEH to
negotiate funding.

"Legitimizing" the
coordinator as

mouthpiece_of_the
dean, rather than
of special education
at faculty presenta-
tions.

Developing alternative
funding sources to keep
grant goals going when
funding ceases.

Dean's Grant activities
integrated with other
activities-;---joint and

cooperative seminars.

Persuader
Role

Dean's physical
presence at,
seminars, retreats

,and Dean's Grant
activities.
IMMO.

Countersigning
memos.

1111011

Dean attends,
national Dean's
Grant Conference.

Making a Dean's Grant
presentation at facult
meeting or larger
university meeting.

Writing supportive
memos.

Dean takes active
part in national role,

is visibly part of
Dean's Grant Network
bringing in speakers,
etc.

apesentations stress
common purpose of Dean's
Grant and institutional
goal.

Scholarly writing;
"Dean's Column in news-
letter.

Dean is active in state-
wide efforts at Xeacher
education reform. Dean
becomes recognized advo-
cate for the handicapped.

Choreographer
of

Change
Role

Role clarity -
clear expectations
of who does what.

..... awilmo..

Most involved In
start-up stage -
then delegation,.*NINNY

Active participation
in planning - volun-
teering services -
actually writing a
learning module, or
participating in
video-taping.

wromiump IIM.Novios

Active involvement
in ongoing planning.

Striving for integration'
with larger goals at
administrative council
meetings.

Grant resources used for
larger goals - Secre-
tarial module develop-
ment - reorganization

ON so =kW

Suggesting changes in
seminar format to better
integrate with existing
schedule.



Some deans took an active and informed role with grant activities. The

second intensity, Active/Informed Involvement, includes such behaviors as

learning a new technical language of special education, volunteering for

duties, and volunteering supportive comments about grant activities.

A few deans took an integrated view of project Activities. This leve

Integration With Institutional Mission, goes beyond support of the relatively

narrow scope of project activities. At this stage, deans report a great

valuing of the central concept of DGPs: reorganization of teacher education

the better to meet the needs of all children. They express a desire to use

the grant as e vehicle to achieve this larger goal. In other words, they

both advocate and intend to integrate the central concept of the grant into'

the larger institutional mission. They propose to institutionalize the

grant so that its central concept will remain intact when funding is finished.

This, in ourtview, is the highest intensivy of advocacy behavior.

Conclusions

The trainibg, biases, and observations of the three investigators who

conducted this study led to a number of discussions as the research progressed.

The following "pet hypotheses" resulted from these discussions; they are the

ones on which all three basically agreed. It seems appropriate for them to

conclude this report.

19One author is an assistant dean and a spetialist in evaluation and case study

methodology. Another is a teacher-education faculty Member who has specialized

in organizational-development and school.improvement and change strategies.

The third is trained in special education and educatiOnal administration and

hae worked with DGPs at the regional

4
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Deans are more involved in these grants than we would have thought.

We were very much surprised at the high levet-of involvement evidenced by the

deans we interviewed. In most cases they spoke knowledgeably about the DGP

'and its goals. Some deans spoke to us of institutionalization: the integra-

tion of DGP goals into the total program. Each of the 10 deans we interviewed

perceived himself as an advocate of DGPs, performing at least the minimal

"being there" role in DGP activities.

2. The .4ean's "power of the office" is invaluable to a DGP. We found

a quote that whimsically illustrates faculty views on what deans do.

Education is too important a business to be left to deans.

A dean is a person too dumb to be a professor and too

smart to be presidenti...and "I know deans are caretakers,

and nothing more, but I wonder why they have such nice

offices, and such big salaries?" (reworded from Gould, 1964)

No matter how inept or invisible the dean may appear to be, he still has the

power to allocate resources; and he has the overview and authority to nego-

tiate with competing factions as well as 014 final say on policy decisions.

For these reasons it is essent4a1 that the dean demonstrate ownership and

advocacy of the DGP.

3. Faculty members know what the dean advocates. Our respondents almost

always told us which individuals and programs were supported by the dean. The

pervasiveness of this knowledge was fa;ahating. Sometimes faculty members

measured the dean's favor by.the size of offices, sometimes, by choice assign-

ments 9r positive statements in public places. In every site we visited there

was a&underground understanding of'What and whom the dean favored. Faculty

autonomy and collegial decision making notwithstanding, being favored by the

dean was important.
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4. Deans operate within a wiiband of acceptable behaviors. Adiocacy

and the dean's support are essential, as we have said, and yet there is a

spectrum of behaviors that are perceived as supportive. We heard of hundreds

of "advocate" behaviors but we were hard pressed to list more than 30 total

nonsupportive behaviors related to the DGPs. Often, these nonsupportive be-

haviors were unfortunate character traits or omissions; relatively few active

-and direct nonsupportive behaviors wre related to the projects.. We-think deans

have'a great deal of discretion in how.they can behave; they must act in an .

extreme manner to be perceived as nonsuiportive,

3. The deans' involvement in the'DGPs is often paradoxical. We believe

that deans lead through persuasion. DGPs provide a very persuasive vehicle'

for change: "legitimizing" involvement in curricular reform, as one dean put

.it. The deans we interviewed wereconceptualizers; usually they left the day-

to-day management of the project to others yet the deans' powers of persuasion

and advocacy were often the essential ingredient of change.

6. DGPs are a fortuitously timed effort when combined with other external

forces for change. We heard of poor student evaluations, declining enrollments,

external agency And state certification chinges at almost every place we visited.

Each pressure to Change impacts on educafion dramatically. DGPs can provide

positive help: resources and personnel to upgrade skills and eventually to

produce for the current job market/a more marketable teacher who is prepared

to teach a range of students, from exceptional learners to the so-called

normal" child.

7. DGPs are a synerg*Stic effort; they provide the widest benefit when

combined with other forceS. This point reconfirms the beneftts of institu-

tionalization as we have discussed it. Long-lasting-change occurs not by

marginal, add-on, and Short-term efforts but by an integrated approach that

combines many separat forces. For instance, a DGP, combined with the goals

151
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of a Teacher Corps grant, and added to the external pressures previously

mentioned, can create an extremely powerful force for change. When combined,

these forces produce a beiefit greater than the simple sums of money involved;

they produce a synergistic force to stimulate change.

8. Situational context is essential to understandin DGPs. University

size and mission, leaderakip style of the dean, ability, status, and compe-

tence of project staff, all influence a DGP. gxpecially important is the

education unit itself and the conflicts among departments and individuals. A

knowledge of many contextual variables is essential because DGPs must be

considered uithin an environmental context. Given that these DGPs are so

dependent on context and personality, the variety in goals, objectives, and

project activities is understandable. DGPs are best evaluated individually,

taking into account their current contexts. Also, because DGPs are just one

of a naber of elements forcing changes in teacher educatIon, it is hard to

isolate their effects from those attributable to certification changes, recent

legislation, and other elements.

The research discussed here must be interpreted with.certain cautions.

It is subject to some problems of internal and external validity, as is all

3

case study research. We, made significant efforts-to overcome these problems

by cross-checking sources and striving toward a uniform methodology (Guba,

1978). ()Ur study is not strictly quantifiable,-nor was it meant to be.

Rather, we\attempted to provide depth of description, what Geertz (1973) called

"thick description," factual and alive with detail. This sort of description

is intended to clarify and increase our,understanding of the complicated and

diverse settings and personalities involved in the Dean's Grant Program.

152
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Chapter 7

A Preliminary Study of the Clusters of Capabilities:

An Approach to Curriculum Development in the Dean's Grant Projects

Marjorie W. Gazvoda

American University

NAture of the Study

A working paper entitled A Common Body of Practice for Teachers: The

Challenge of Public Law 94-142 to Teacher Education
20

was developed in spring

41
1979 by the National Support Systems Project. The text addressed the curricu-

lum aspects of the need to revise teacber education in response to the changing

policies on education for handicapped students. The paper was developed

through four draft stages and numerous levels of criticism and discussion by

persons involved in Dean's Grant Projects.

A major aspect of the paper is the identification of 10 Clusters of

Capabilities that delineate the knowledge, concepts, practices, skills, and

competencies which, together) may be viewed as "the essential components of

a professional culture, the professional behavior that the public can expect

all teachers to perform at a safe and competent level" in response to Public

Law 94-142. The clusters represent one way of conceptualizing the task of

Tublished under the title, A common body of practice for teachers: The

challenge of Public Law 94-142 to teacher education, by the American Associa-

tion of Colleges for Teacher Education (Washington, DC, 1979), the publication

includes a set of seven critiques of the basic challenge paper by leading

authorities in teacher education.

-134 -
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restructuring teacher education in relation to Public Law 94-142. The areas

included in the clusters are Curriculum Modification, Teaching Basic Skills,

Class Management, Professional Interactions, Student-Student Relationships,

Exceptional Conditions, Referral, Individualized Teaching, Professional Values,

and Teacher-Parent Relationships.

Inasmuch as the majority of Dean's Grant Projects (DGPs) focus on teacher

education, the clusters were identifici as a possible tool for assessing the

degree to which teacher-education progr.sms address the concepts and skills

embodied in Public Law 94-142. In the Spring of 1980 the-clusters were used

in an in-depth study of the DGPs-the research population. The content of what

became the DGP Questionnaire was developed on the babis of suggestions and

research questions which were identified in earlier critiques of the paper.

PROCEDURE

On March 8, 1980, the DGP Questionnaires were mailed to the 112 projects

then in operation. A cover letter asked,the dean's assistance in collecting

the data. Each institution received 16 instruments and envelopes to provide

for anonymity. The suggested respondents were (a) a faculty member whose

program or course had been effected by the recent changes in education, (b)

10 students in programs or coUrpes affected by the DGP, and (c) five faculty

members participating in the DGP. (Responses were expected to vary because

of individual project characteristics.)

PURPOSE OF STUDY

The study was conducted in order to ascertain the extent to which the

knowledge and skills included in each cluster are emphasized in DGP-influenced

teacher-education programs. Because the clusters are comprehensive and
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applicable to any teacher-preparation program, they allow the generalization

,(Of data to all training programs, and they
illustrate the areas given priority

by the DGPs.

The data collected from the 59 DGP institutions were analyzed by

1. general population of the study;

2. respondents, by position (i.e faculty, student);

3. respondents, by size of institution;

4. respondents, by major field of study; and,

5. respondents, by year-of grant.

A demographic description of the study population is given in Table

6-1 .

Responses of Total Population

The responses of the total population to parts of the questionnaire are

presented here. Each respondent answered three questions and adainistrators

and faculty members answered a fourth one about each of the 10 clusters.

Question One

I. To wbat extent is the material in each cluster addressed in

your program? Write the number corresponding to the most

,applicable choice in the appropriate column for each cluster.

1. Not addressed at all

2. Addressed slightly, but not in depth

3. About half the content is addressed

4. Content is addressed sufficiently

5. Every apect of the content is covered in depth

The responies for the total-population of respondents were as follows:

15



Table 7 -1

Respondents in the Study by Position

(Actual Frequency 460)

Responses Percentages

Administrator 34 7.4

Tenured Faculty 141 30.7

Nontenured Faculty 64 13.9

Graduate Students 58 12.6

Undergraduate Students 153 33.3

Project Personnel 3 .7

Other 7 1.5

460 100.1

-137-
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Question One: Percentages of Responses and Mean

Cluster 1

(1)

Not,

Addressed

(2)
Slightly
Addressed

(3)

About
Half

(4)

Suffi-
ciently

(5)

Every
Aspect Mean

Curriculum Modification 3.9 24.1 27.6 36.1 6.8 3.184

Cluster 2
Teaching Basic Skills 10.7 23.5 21.1 34.5 8.9 3.077

Cluster 3
Professional Interaction 6.5 32.6 25.7 27.6 6.1 2.940

Cluster 4
Teacher-Parent
Relationships 15.7 32.4 22.8 22.2 5.2 2.684

Cluster 5
Class Management 3.3 18.0 28.0 37.8 11.7 3.371

Cluster 6
Individualized Teaching 5.0 24.8 27.0 27.0 14.8 3.227

Cluster 7
Exceptional Conditions 2.4 28.3 20.4 31.6 16.6 3.311

Cluster 8
Referral & Observation 5.9 24.8 24.6 32.2 10.9 3.177

Cluster 9
Student Student
Relationships 12.8 29.1 21.7 27.6 6.1 2.86

Cluster 10
Professional Values 4.8 20.2 20.7 35.9 16.3 3.408

16u
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AO

Reviewing the means reveals that for Cluster 3, Professional Interactions,

Cluster 4, Teacher-Parent Relationships, and Cluster 9, Student-Student Rela-

tionships, the material is addressed less than half the time. A plurality of

the respondents indicated that Clusters 1, 2, 5, 6, 7, 8, and 10 were being

addressed sufficiently. It is also noteworthy that for Clusters 3, 4, and 9,

the plurality indicated that the content was addressed slightly but not in

depth. Although the range of responses indicates that, all clusters may need

more emphasis, Clusters 3, 4, and 9 clearly are receiving the least attention

at this time.

gmestion Two

2. Earlier critiques of the paper describing the "Clusters of
Capabilities" have provided the following comments. Please
choose the one that best reflects your feelings for each
cluster.

1. Toe idealistic
2. Would take more time than we have for teacher education
3. Would take more resources than we have
4. Underestimates the import of general education
5. Overestimates what can be expected of regular educators
6. Assumes that regular educators are brighter than the average
7. Makes urgent the movement toward a 5-6 year teacher-education

program

The responses to Question Two for each of the clusters follow:

'\\ Question Two (in percentages)

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 Mean

Cluster 1 14.6 30,9 8.3 4.8 7.6 5.0 22.2 3.693

Cluster 2 12.0 26.1 9.6 7.0 10.9 4.6 22.0 3.892

Cluster 3 13.3 21.5 15.0 3.7 7.8 4.3 20.3 3.986

Clustei 4 15.0 24.3 13.0 6.5 8.5 3.3 21.7 3.726

Cluster 5 7.4 21.3 10.4 7.2 7.4 5.4 28.0 4.333

Cluster 6 13.0 20.7 9.6 4.6 8.9 5.0 28.5 4.168

Cluster 7 7.2 18.7 12.2 5.2 8.9 5.9 29.6 4.437

Cluster 8 7.4 18.9 11.7 8.0 8.7 6.1 25.0 4.290

Cluster 9 13.3 23.5 8.7 5.9 8.0 5.2 23.0 3.921

Cluster 10 9.6 14.1 9.8 7.6 7.8 7.0 28.5 4.488

.1. 6
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Review of the data indicates that only two responses received consistent

support: Item 2, "Would take more time..." and Item 7, "Makes urgent the

movement toward a 5-6 year...." The data also show in the little support for

Item 1, "Too idealistic," that the cluster of capabilities may be a helpful '

way to conceptualize a teacher-education program.

The respondents indicated support for the beliefs that

a. the clusters were not too idealistic;

b. more time for teacher evaulation is needed; and

c. the movement toward a 5-6 year teacher-education program is

urgent.

Question Three

3. Do you feel that the "Clusters of Capabilities" provide a
framework for viewing-teacher education Programs? Please

answer for each cluster,

1. Yes
2. No
3. No opinion
4. Don't know

The participants were asked if they considered the "Clusters of Capabilities"

to provide a useful framework for viewing teacher-education programs. The re-

sponses for each cluster are as follows:
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Question Three (in percantaties)

Yes No
No

20111..9.12

Don't
Know

Cluster 1 74.3 13.9 7.4 3.0

Cluster 2 72.8 16.7 5.4 3.9

Cluster 1 69.6 15.9 8.3 5.7

Cluster 4 68.7 15.2 8.9 6.1

Cluster 5 78.9 9.1 6.1 4.3

Cluster 6 75.7 11.1 7.0 4.6

Cluster 7 80.0 7.2 7.2 3.9

Cluster 8 79.3 8.3 6.7 3.9

Cluster 9 68.0 12.4 8.5 8.7

Cluster 10 80.9 7.4 6.7 2.8

Strong support exists for each cluster. The strongest support was given

to Cluster 10 (80.9); the weakest, to Cluster 9 (68.0).

Question Four

Administrators and Faculty only AnsWer QuestiOn 4

4. How do you feel about the applicability of each cluster to your
Dean's Grant Project or teacher-education program?

1. It is impossible to apply the above description to the DGP
or teacher-education program at our institution.

2. I disagree with the content described in the cluster.
3. I am interested in this area and will be working on it in

the future.
4. I am interested in working on this area and will need

assistance in the future.

In the following table, the responses have been arranged by percentages

for each cluster:

16J
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Question Four (in percentages)

Impossible Disfire Interested Interested

to Apply Cogant 4 Working Help
. .

Cluster 1 14.7 7.1 61.2 15.6

Cluster 2 10.8 17.9 56.1 13.9

Cluster 3 13.3 10.2 54.4 20.4

Cluster 4 12.9 10.7 52.7 21.4

Cluster 5 11,7 4.9 65.9 16.1

Cluster 6 8.6 8.6 59.5 22.5

Cluster 7 6.3 2.7 59.8 29.9

Cluster 8 10.3 3.6 63.2 21.5

Cluster 9 11.2 9.4 57.8 26,2

Cluster 10 7.2 .3.2 64.4 23.4

Over 502 of the respondents stated that they are interested in each

cluster and will be warking on them in the future. The strongest support was

given to Cluster 10 (64.4%), the leaPt support, to Cluster 4 (52.7%). The

greatest need for help was in working on Cluster 7 (29.9%).

If one combines the responses tl each of the competency clusters that

indicate interest in working on it and those that indicate interest in receiv-

ing help on it, all clusters receive a poLitive response of more than 70%.

The table follow*:

.
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Cluster

Combined: Will be Working and
Needl Assistance

Percentage

1 /CUrriculum Modifications 76.8

2 Teaching Basic Skills 70.0

3 Professional Triteractions: Consultation 74.8

4 Teacher-Parent Relationships 74.1

5 Class Management 82.0

6 Individualized Teaching 82.0

7 Exceptional Conditions 89.7

8 Referral and Observations 84.7

Student-Student Relationships 78.0

10 Professional Values & Legal Imperatives 87.8

Conclusion

The analysis,of the curricular implications of Public Law 94-142

r teacher education, which led to the development of'the 10 clusters

f capability has received strong support as a viable approach to the

eform of teacher education.



Chapter 8

A Look to the Future

The context in which the Dean's Grant Projects have operated during their

first fiire years (1975-1980) has been changing rapidly. School programs for

handicapped children and youth have been altered remarkably to'bring them into

compliance with

teachers of all

expectations in

that the people

Public Utz 94-142; Strong new demands have been made upon

kinds; and college faculty members have' become aware-of new

teacher-preparation programs. Obviousi)r, such changes mean
1

%

leading Dean's Grant Projects have a responsibility for the

recurring assessment and renewal of all facets of their projects. During the

next five years Dean's Grant Projects should experience needs different from

those of the past because the context will have changed.

As part of the process of review and renewal,/attentipn has been given

recently to a futures:perspective in the DRIs. Secifically, the AdvisOry

Board of the National SupPort Systems Project (USW 'bega*discussions about

needs and prospects for the future as part of Its deliberations in 1979 and

1980. As a result of their advice a study of/the "mature" projects was

undeytaken in the Spring of 1980. Staff me4ers of projects in their fourth

or fifth years were asked to express their view, on the future of Dean's

Grant Projects. Also considered were the contents of interviews conducted

by Dean Corrigan with a set of Dean's Grant Project administrators in the

Northeastern Region. Results of all the queries on the future were summarized

for review and further development in two rounds of discussion by the NSSP

Advisory Board. Finally, all the deliberations were summarized by the NSSP

director for presentation in this chapter.

-144
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This summary includes many individual expressions and the reactions

thereto. Individuals sometimes presented their-ideas in writing and then

others reacted with suggested modifications and piiorities for the various

topics and ideas. Many other ideas were generated in discussions. There

was not a great deal of voting or other formal means of establishing con-

,'

census. Thua, what is recorded here has surely missed something of the

nuances-and priorities that 'were intended by the various contributors.

Nevertheless, it is hoped that this summary generally reflects the views of

the many contributors to discussions on the future of DGPs.

The look to the future is organized around three general topics:

1. Discontinuande: When should federal funding for DGPs be

discontinued?

2. Issues and Problems: What are the emerging issues and

problems in DGPs that will require attention in the

future?

3. The futurt: What topics are emerging as challenges for

future activities in DGPs?

The examination of each general topic follows. The conclusions in each area

of discussion should be considered as recommendations or advice which should

be made part of the deliberations of all persons participating at all levels

of Dean's Grant Project operations.

Discontinuance: When should federal funding for DGPs end?

Considering the local project level, discussions suggest that once they

are begun DGPs should be supported for operat'a.,.s over at least a three-year

period; they should be discontinued before completing a three-year cycle only
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under extraordinary conditions. The problems of facdlty development and

7

curriculum change addressed by DGPs are very difficult;Ithey include profound

problems of conceptualization, technical difficultiea/, and political challenges.

Thus, it is proposed as a general policy thatill ptolects be funded initially

for a three-year period and be.discontinued during that cycle only-for serious,

continuing failures to progress and to make roOvery efforts. A second three-

year cycle should be approved when the need is clear for further support to

complete and extend the significant work of, the first cycle.Itia_expta-ed

that a second three-year pycle will be apprp.priateiiizt-often_in large teacher-
,.

preparation institutions that operate complex programs and in those institu-

tions.that show unusual promise for becomin centers of outstanding development-

/
and dissemination activities.

The funding of local projects beyond-six years, it is believed, should

not be expected routinely. Only when the work of the first six years has been

exem4ary and plans are advanced for.in-depth follow-up studies of the program
\

-,,,_

and its graduates should funding beyond six years be considered.

Specifically, it is suggested that federal suppotts for a local 'project

can be terminatea safely when the following developments have occurred:

The proposed curriculum changes in teacher preparation programs

have been developed, pilot tested, evaluated, and approved for

general operations. This conclusion assumes that the teacher-

preparation faculty has achieved the necessary competencies and

made the necessary commitments to operate the changed program

and is prepared for self-sustaining discussions, evaluation, and

planning,of the program's operations; it also assumes that local

funding and support systems for the changed programs are in good,

order.

166
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IvRegular and special education teacher-preparation faculty

members have concerted.their efforts for.the operation of

'the unified teacher-preparation program of the institution.

There is no continuing need for special network arrangements

with other institutions operating DGPs to advance local

planning and motivation.

It is also considered appropriate to discontinue funding for a local DGP under

such negative conditions as the following:

The faculty members and/or leadership of the teacher-education

program no longer are committed to changes in accordance with

existing policies (e.g., Public Law 94;142).

A serious impasse is encountered and the project stalls or

flounders, and no clear structure for recovery is proposed.

Needs and plans are documented poorly and fail to reflect

competent efforts for development.

No significant effort is made to profit from experiences in

other DGPs through the network arrangements supported by the

Office of Special Education (OSE).

In the total program context, it is widely agreed that DGPs as they are

presently operated do not warrant or require long-term support. This is to

say that at some time, probably in about a decade, it should be possible to

discontinue the entire DGP federal support program as it is now known. It

is timely now to think about the conditions under which the DGP prograths

might be discontinued. Some tentative thoughts on this subject follow:

It should be possible to discontinue the entire DGP program as a support

strategy when the following conditions are met to a substantial degree:
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The curricular implications of Public Law 94-142 for regular

classroom teacher preparation have been conceptualized

acceptably and usefully to the satisfaction of; most concerned

parties.

A literature summarizing the conceptualization and its trans-

lation into teacher-preparation materials is available as a

regular part of teacher-education literature.

Certification and accreditation bodies regularly require high

standards of performance in teacher education and teaching

practice in all areas of education covered by Public Law 94-142.

41 The implications of Public Law 94-142 have penetrated the schools

and colleges so thoroughly that teacher-preparation faculties are

initiating significant practices for handicapped students as a

part of their local development and maintenance efforts.

Significant numbers of operating models of revised teadher-

preparatio# kograms are available in all parts of the nation

and in institutions of the'various sizes and types.

The professional organizations of teachers and teacher educators

have established clear and strong patterns of activity showing

concern and leadership on topics related to Public Law 94-142.

Development, evaluation, research, and disseMination functions

relating to the preparation of regular classroom teachers to

help serve handicapped students have been built into generic

R, D, & D agencies of education.

Each preceding criterion for the discontinuance of the Dean's Grant Program:

suggests a dimension of work to be undertaken by OSE, institutions of higher

education, and the various professional bodies.
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Emerging Issues and Problems

The following topics have emerged prominently as issues, problems,

or largely unmet needs in DGPs during their first five years of operation:

A general concein with the increased linkage of DGPs to issues,

resources, and ongoing programs in minority group education,

including, especially, more emphasis on the understanding by

school personnel of minority families and of procedures for

school-parent cooperation. Creative developmental work and

more communication are required in these areas.

"Life space" or academic space has emerged as a major issue

on many campuses. How can the teacher-preparation units

secure sufficient time and resources for the serious prepara-

tion of teachers?

A need is expressed to link DGPs to inservice and continuing

education programs for teachers and other school personnel.

The strict separation of pre-service teacher preparation from

continuing education programs is not realistic or wise.

Closer working relations with state departments of education,

especially in relation to coMprehengive state personnel

development systems, are seen as much needed.

Generally improved attention to documentation and evaluation

of DGPs is needed, including attention to specific curricular

changes and products of various kinds as well as projects as

wholes.

Effective models are.needed to translate what has been/1earned

in DGPs into.standards for teacher certification and program

accreditation.

17,



NbreAttention is needed for outreach activities by DGPs at

regional and state levels. How can DGPs be helpful to

nearby institutions that do not have Deans' Grants?

The Future

This final section offers a list of suggested goals and processes to

guide the activities of OSE, NSSP, project staff members, and all other-

persons who will be concerned with Deans' Grants over the next several years.

Goal statements are given first, followed by brief commentaries on who or

what agency may need to take procedural initiatives. It is assumed that

primary attention in any DGP should go td the full development of its local

plan, but it is also assumed that each DGP shares in some of the responsibility

for outreach or dissemination_and futures planning. In the following material

it is also assumed that something like the NSSP will continue to help to

provide communications among the DGP projects and with other agencies and

groups as necessary. ,

Goals for the Future

O Early and strong attention should be given in the DGPs to

-revisions of curricula for the preparation of educational

administrators and the curricula in other specialized areas

(e.g., school counseling and school psychology), in addition

to teache education. This direction can be encouraged by

OSE priority announcements.

Attention should be given to all teaching areas in DGPs. So

far, aitention in most projects has focused on the elementary

level; however, efforts are needed in secondary, adult, and
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vocational education as well as in special sublect areas. This

broadened effort should be stressed in OSE announcements.

Colleges and departments of education should be encouraged to

build their capacity to prepare teachers for work with parents

and to understand family life, especially with reference to

minority families. This emphasis can be encouraged by OSE and

NSSP. -It should be made a priority area for the developmental

work of NSSP.

Efforts should be made to strengthen quality standards for

teacher certification and accreditation in areas relating to

DGPs. Leadership in this effort should be taken by NSSP,

looking especially to collaborative work with the AACTE and

its state affiliate groups and with NCATE. Work is needed at

both state and national levels.

DGPs should seek stronger ties with parent and advocacy groups

concerned with handicapped children and youth. This goal requires

implementation at all levels, including local DGPs aXd the regional

and national structures of NSSP. Handicapped persons should be

involved equally at all levels.

Attention should be directed in DGPs to advanced graduate programs,

especially in reference to the next generation of teacher educators;

they should be informed and committed to the kinds of goals and

activities that are at the core of DGPs. Attention and action

are required mainly by OSE to open up DGPs to this broader scope

of activity.

17J
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A special study should be made of DGPs that are part of consortium

arrangements. This idea expresses concern for methods of achieving

outreach to all colleges that offer teacher-preparation programs.

NSSP should observe and report on the present four consortium

projects within the next year.

Work should go forward vigorously on the clusters of capability

concepts, including the development of resource units for college

faculties and the initiation of activities for the various

foundation areas. For example, what are the implications of the

clusters or other curriculum formulations in the DGPs for the

psychological or philosophical foundations elements of teacher

preparation? The NSSP should lead here.

DGPs at all levela\should cooperate fully with the AACTE, the

NABSE, and other associations of teacher educators as channels

to disseminate the results of projects. Individual DGPs and

NSSP should lead here; NSSP ihould maintain close working rela-

tions with the national offices of AACTE and NABSE.

Soise attention should be given to policy studies that may help

to reveal basic barriers to and possible solutions of problems

in compliance with Public Law 94-142 at the teacher-education

level. These activities Should help to achieve awareness by

social policy leaders and political figures of some of the

implications of the new policies in education for teacher prepara-

tion. An example of an issue needing attention is the "life space"

problem entountered in many OGPs. -NSSP should lead here.
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Explorations should be made leading toward coordinated efforts in

DGPs with programs in related fields, such as bilingual educa-

tion, multicultural education, migrant education, and Title I

(ESEA). OSE staff should facilitite discussions among federal

officers responsible for these programs and help to begin dis-

cussions through NSSP-sponsored meetings.

A report documenting the progress and problems of DGPs should

be prepared annually. The report should involve the development

of a data system which can be applied through all DGPs. NSSP

should lead here. In effect, this topic holds the present report

to be but the first of a series of annual reports.

Contacts should be developed at all levels of the DGP program

with state departments of education, with special reference to

the Comprehensive State Personnel Development (CSPD) activities

of each state. NSSP should be in touch with leaders in the CSPD

activities at the national level; each DGP director should be in

touch with appropriate state officials.

Work should go forward on the improvement of the management of

DGPs, as in the training materials and systems developed in

collaboration with Prof. John Bryson of the Hubert Humphrey Institute

of Public Affairs at the University of Minnesota and the leadership

'training activities headed by Prof. Bert Sharp at the University

of Florida. NSSP should lead here in encouraging further develop-

mental and training activities.

1 7
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Conclusion

The Dean's Grant Projects have-developed very well in their first five

years. Strong projects in many kinds of institutions now cae.serve as models

for future zlopments. The curricular implications of Public Law 94-142

for teacher education have been explored thoroughly and a useful literature

on the subject is being developed within the DGP structure. Beginnings have

been made for outreach and dissemination activities by the existing DGPs so

that all teacher-preparation institutions may profit from the DGP experience.

Parents of handicapped children and other persons who have much at stake in the

Dean's Grant Projects have become aware of the efforts being made in institu-

tions of higher education to assist in implementing the important new policies

on education for handicapped children. In sum, the growing body of knowledge

and practice and the strengthening support system for the Dean's Grant Projects

constitute an important resource for the future as the schools attempt to

deliver fully to handicapped children their right to free and appropriate

education.



APPENDIX A

Examples of Evaluatyre Instruments

USed in Local Projects

State University of New York (Brockport) - Placement Inventory

'State University of New York (Brockport) - Competence Inventory

University of Arkansas - Attitude Scale

University of Connecticut - Faculty Questionnaire

University of Illinois (Urbana). - Dean's Grant Questionnaire

University of Michigan - Regional Evaluation Plan
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Brockport-- final re3ort
for 75-78 project

As prospective teachers you will be faced with z wide variety of
problems arising from the many different kinds.of students you will work

with each day. Brief descriptions of behaviors of exceptional children

are given below. In each case indicate how you vibuld prefer to handle

the situation if the decision were entirely up to you.[

PART I PLACEMENT: Where do you feel the child in question would
function best.and receive the most benefit?

For each child select-one of the following placement
alternative4

s,

A. Place 'in..regular class with little or no additional

B. Place in regular class with considerable support rom
supplementary staff.

C. Place in special class or spedial
D. Place in a total care environment; i.e,cinstitutionalize.

pport.1

5. Barbara gears thick glasses, and her eye-balls jerk spasmodically .

from s e to side; she can't see the blackboard very we11,.and reads

poorly.

6. Chuck can get about only in a wheel chair; someone muSt move it for
/- him or carry him in their arms because he is unable to control any

of his limbs.

7,_ Dqgald is six years old and does not speak very much; what he does

' say is indistinct and childish with many missang or incorrect sounds.

8. When Alice wears her hearing aid she hears as well as any other
t child; her voice sounds flat and hollow, and is somewhat unpleasant

to hear.

9, Alan wears a leg brace and walks with the aid of crutcAes; he gets
along quite well by himself though'and ordinarily needs no help

from anyone.

10.- Dotty is eight; she has difficulty following the class and doesii't

seem able to learn to read at all.

11. Every few weeks without warning Stella will have a violent physical
convulsion during which she mak bite her tongue or lose control of
her sphincters; after several minutes she returns-to consciousness
with a severe headache, nausea, ari acute feelings of depression.

12. Flora has neither bladder nor bowel cimtrol and must be taken to
the bathroom at frequent intervals.

13. Doris Is slow, absent-minded, and a daydreamer; she seems usually

fr quiet and withdrawn, avoids others, and is inhibited and restralned
in her behavior.

173
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PART I PLACEMENT: ,Continued
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Response, Options

A. Place in regular class with little or no additional support.
B. Place in regular class with considerable suPport from

supplementary staff..
C. Place in special class or special school.
D. Place in 4 total care environment; institutionalize.

14i Every hour or so Henry stares upwards at the ceiling-for several
tl seconds and loses consciousness; he has been liike_this for several

years but is otherwise developing normally.

15. Fred can feel the vibrations of loud music from a radio' or phono-
p-, graph, knows when a door has been slammed, but does not hear speech

unless it is shouted.

16c.
Greg tires -easily and needs frequent opportunities to re;t; excessive
stimulation or excitement must also be avoided.

l74bIrv is sexually precocious; masturbates in class, uses obscene
language, and has made advances to Several girls in his class.

3.8./2 Albert does not pronounce all of hia speech sounds correctly, but
can be understood

19. Betty is only.a little over seven but she can read the fifth grade
r; reAder very well; however, her hand writing is poor and she is

about average in most other things.

20.t._ Chester is deceitful, tells lies, and cheats in school and at play;
S he has been involved in several thefts, and is a persistent truant.

21./s, Andy hears most, but not everything, that is said in class even
rlthough he wears a hearing aid.

22./ June's eyes are crossed but she bas adequate vision in either eye
(*despite the muscle imbalance.

23 -Harry sulks, and sometimes gets quite noisy whenever he loses th
'direct attention of the teacher.

14
2.41 Helen's right hand may sometimes begin to tremble uncontrollably;
/1 during the next few minutes the spasmOdic movement spreads along

her arm, shoulder, and head before it finally stops.

17,
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PART II COMPETENCE: Indicate your own competence at this time in
being able to teach and provide adequate suppOrt
for each child in question.

For each child select one statement that best describes your feelings
about your capability to adequately teach and support that child.

A. If you feel you.could teach such a student in a regular classroom -

without any support.

B. If you feel you, could teach such a student in/a regular classroom
with advice from a specialist-or consultant which would occasionally
be made available to you whenever you felt a need for suCh aid.

C. If you feel you could teach such a student in a regular classroom
provided there was a full-time specialist available at your school
who could provide supplementary training for the student and
frequent consultation with you.

D. If you feel you could not teach such a student in a regular Class-

room regardless of the available support.

For simplificatlon'v your response oPtions are:

A. Without support
B. Occasional support
C. Regular support
D. Could not handle

25 Alfred is defiant and stubborn, likely to argue with the teacher,
be willfully disobedient, and otherwise interfere,with normal
classroom discipline.

2654 Roger's face was severely disfigu d in an auto accid nt; he is

/41 completely recoVered physically bu the surgeons dca, n t expett to
be able to make his appearance more acceptable for manY years.-

27,...401 Cora is sUpposed-to have a hearing:loss, but she seems to hear all
'1.right-when she sits at the right end of the front row of seats.

284\ Debby cannot:use bathroom facilities unless someone is there to
in help her; she is perfectly capable of making her needs known in ,

ample time to avoid accidents.

rA

291tEight
year old Edward sucks his thumb all the time, apparently

indifferent to the reactions of parents, teacher, or other children.

30. Occasionally Edward will repeat a sound two or three times before
he seems able to go on; he speaks when called on but does not

volunteer much.

31. Chuck doesn't seem to catch on to things as quickly as most, and
needs to have things explained over and over again; eventually,

I
though, he appears to learn everything \the others do even though
it has taken longer.

r
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Response 22tions

A. Without support
B. Occasional support
C. Regular support
D. Could not handle

32. Harold is a capable student but has a physical defect which appears
Ato evoke laughter, ridicule, avoidance and rejection from the

other children.

33 Jane can tell the direction from which the sunshine enters her
classroom; she cannot-read the/letters in an ordinary book.

34. Virginia rubs and blinks her eyes occasionally when reading, and
13 seems to find it difficult tb distinguish between certain lettera

of the alphabet.

35
/..4

Stan's walk is a slow shuffle; he gets along on level surfaces or'
1,..) moderate inclines quite well, but is unable to manage stairs at all.

Roy has a bright purple birthmark which covers one cheek and the
' side of his neck.

371; Carla is a persistent talker, whisperer, and notepasser.

38A Ben is unable to walk and has been confined to a wheelchair; he
manages this very skillfully and needs very little help.

39.1116, Les was born with a malformed left hand which is withered and
"misshapen up to the elbow.

40r John has no difficulty on the playground or at the blackboard but
he gets quite uncomfortable when he,has to use his eyes at close
range for any length of time.

41. Hugh eventim14- mutilates or destroya everything that gets into
r his hands; his books are marked and torn, 'his desk ink-stained

and scarred, and he has even managed to crack a blackboard panel.

42. Arnold is an extrZely bright nine year old who is far ahead of
r- the rest of the clas in most subjects; he spends a good deal of,
'-rhis time working on a mathematical system he calls "kinestatics".

437,-- Bill has difficulty in starting to talk, grimaces and strains, and
L.-repeats sounds on about half the words he says in class.

4411 A hearing aid provides no help for Harriet; she lip reads fairly
f1 well and can hear when she is not facing the speaker if shouted at.

,April 1977 Monroe #2-Orleans BOCES R.D.&E.
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UNIVERSITY OF ARKANSAS

OCAN'S GRANT: MAINSTRLAM1NG
Attitude toward MoinsLreuming

Form el-A

Last 4 Social Security digits: =RM.. .. 11

Put an X on top or. the response which most.accurately represents your

current opinion at.out the statement. There'are no correCt answers.

Key: SD Strongly Disagree .N No Opinion. A Agree

0 Disagree SA Strongly Agree

1. 1 believe that placing a handicopped

student in a tyoical classroom
would damage the student's self7concept.

2. A handicavA child will be motivated

to .learn in a regular classroom.

3. A handicapped child ill likely. form

positive social relationships with

(Wier crli.irea in a regular classroom.

4. I think ti'at thc integration-of
handicapped st...dents into the regular

ciassroo,r, will harm the educational

.achievellicot-of *average students.

5. Thz exvrience of being. in a egulal-

classrec, wiTi iocree the chances of

a handi:-.4:ped child attaining a more

produclivc and inopendent,place in

sOcicty.
, -

-6. Having-to teach handicapped pupils

places an unfair burden on the
majority of classroom teachers.

7. Given my,..Current understanding

r believe that,umainstreaming" will

benefit the teacher as well as all

children.

8. Assignment of a handiCapped child to

a regular classroom is a wise

administrative decision.

SD N' A SA

SD D N A SA

SD N A SA

SD 0 N A SA

SD D N A SA

SD 0 H A SA

SD D N A SA

SD 0 P4 A SA
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(University ofkIllinois)

DEAN'S GRANT QUESTIONNAIRE
52 NO.

1. How often did you hear faculty members in the College of Education talking

about PL 94-142 and mainstreaming during the past seven days?

- almost always .

- often
- occasionally

A

- rarely
- almost never

2. What is the general attitude reflected in the conversations you have heard?

Check one:

- positive toward PL 94-142

- neutral toward PL 94-142

- mixed, with some faculty
for it andsome not

- negative toward PL 94-142

- not applicable

Check one:

- positive toward mainstreaming

- neutral toward mainstreaming

- mixed, with some faculty for
it and some not

- negative toward Mainstreaming

- not applicable

1: How can the conversations you hear be predominately characterized?

- seeking more information
- acknowledging how PL 94-142 and mainstreaming will change things at UIUC

- being concerned about how well we are preparing students

- wanting to research PL 94-142 and mainstreaming

- wanting no part of it -- too busy, etc.

- not applicable

4* What percentage of students you teach have shown some awareneis of the responsi-

bilities they will face with the advent of PL 94-142 and mainstreaming?

- 0 - 20
- 20 - 40

- 40 - 60
- 60 - 80

- 80 - 100

S. If a substantive topic (other than concerns for salaries or departmental

politics) is of more concern to the faculty as evidenced by the talk you

have heard than PL 94-142 and mainstreaming, What might it be: (Check one)
*

Bilingual/Multicultural Education

-Competency Testing

Values Education

Back to Basics

Open/Informal Education

--Teacher EduCation (e.g., ita future on-this campus)

Other:

There is no other topic of more concern to the faculty than mainstreaming
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DEANS' GRANT PROJECTS
CENTRAL REGION

I. Competency Cell: Project Year:

II. Specific goa] (for this competency cell, for thin year):

III. Activities (used to reach this goal for this year ).

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

IV. Degrees oZ atrainzEnt (for thi!, goal, for thil year):

1,

2.

3.

4.

5.

V. Present degree of attainment (v:Icre you are now in reaching this goal):

2 3 4 5



DE".,16 ftiNT EVAIJMT123 FRocuautti3

PART I

AsLawitions

Central Ragion)

1. rivii%S1 Cra 'lttirn procedures must be rnhcrent and comunicable.

2.' Evalrt:on provJdc eviduce of chaagc ond level of attain-.1%cnt

in the f:Ctlowing

8. f-aculty Lov,petency in areas of:

(1) Encw1:-dse

(2)'Perforirance

(3) Attitueas
(4) Behavior
(5) EcIaLiont.hips

b. Strnt ccro?etcncy in arca% of:

(1) Kovledge
(2) Peri-ormance

(3) Attituees
(4)-13chavior

(5) RelatIonships

C. eUrriculunireevaluatiOn and rtvislon

°(1) Caurses
(2) r:Kpetionces - "field" Experiences

(3) matc.rials

(4) Stru,Aures

3. Project monitoring towards designated goals.

PALT 11

Examp1e5 of "how to" for 1, 2, and 3, above, such a% optimal-levels of

atiainrent.



INSTRUCTIONS FOR DEANS' GRANT EVALUATION FORMS (Cantral Region)

I. Competency Cell - Competencies are divided into areas of faculty,

students, and curriculum. You are to fill out an individual comptency

sheet for each of the cell subcategories that arplyto your Project

goals. Bowever, you need not develop goals for cells that are not

being worked on this year. If you were to fill out a sheet for each

competency cell, you would have a total of 34 sheets (5 for faculty

competencies, 5 for student.competencies, and 4 for curricu)um

re-evalUation and. revision).

Goals are to be stated in one-year terms and should he related to

the specific competency :cell. State only this year's goal for this

competency, not your long-term objective..

Ill. Activities should include only those which are related to reaching

the goal of Ois cell compteucy. Activities may be listed in either

behavioral or categorical form. Be sure that they are comprehendAble

(i.e., t1)at anyone reading gem could discern the essence of each of

the listed 4ctivit1es).

IV. Degrees of attainment shoUld follow the fermat of the attached sheet.

Be sure,that the best and worst things are those which Could occur

this year.

V. Nete your current estiMation of where you are oir you! deeree.; 01

attainment.



4,

tSAMPLE) School:

DEANS' GRANT PROJECTS
CENTRAL *MON

Curriculum Reevaluation
I. Competency Cell: 6 Revision - Course's_ = Project Year: V

II. Specific goal (for this competency cell, for this year):

To develop and meet with a representative group from Teacher Education to determine
the impact of the anticipated State requirements for the education of exceptional
children in regular classrooms.

III. Activities (used to reach this goal-for this year):

1. Idintify Ad Hoc Committee Members from various programs.

2. Meet with committtee to discuss State plan. 1.

3. Decide with committee on alternative strategies for inclusion of
mainstreaming competencies.

4.

5.

IV. Degrees of attainment (for this goal, for this year):

1. The Ad Hoc Task Force on Mainstreaming will.decide to ioait until the
State mandates specific requirements before procceding'with an all-school
(teacher education) plan for curricular inclusion activities.

2. The Ad Hoc Task Force on Mainstreaming will examine possible plans for
curricular inclusion activities, In compliance with anticipated State
requirements.

3. The Ad Hoc Task Force on Mainstreaming will agree on.an all-teacher
education plan for curricular inclusion activities, and Aet target
implementation dates.

-The Ad-Ilrot Taak Farce on Mainstreaming will agree on an all-reacher
education plan for curricular inclusion activities and will begin
implementation in compliance with anticipated State requirements.

5. The Ad Hoc Task Force on Mainstreaming will decich, on and imnlement,
with a monitoring system, an all-teacher education plan for curiicular
inclusion activities, in compliance with anticipated State requirements.

4

V. Present degree of attainment (Where you are'now in reaching this goal):

1 2 3 4

-1664
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MANS' WANA thW1rU1b
CENTRAL REGION

I. Compettacy Call:FOoulty ANoreners & *Attitudes Project Year: First (1970-RO)

Specific goal (for this competency cell, for this year).:
lb develop faculty 57-al:Jess of the problees Onssues involved in implenenting
P.L. 94-142 in a way that generates interest in develcping solutions.

Activities (used to reach this.goal for this year):

1. Dean's address to facvdty at the beginning of the academic year.

2.kvariety of pro'.ect spoesored workthops to which faculty receive'individual
invitations, including at least one designed specifically for faculty.

3.A series of field trips to sites of mainstreaming projects being leplenented
withvarying degrees of success.

4. Selected faculty are invited to participate in regional reetings of Dean's
Grantprojects. ,

5, Fa:ulty are surveyed about the extent of opportunity of stedents to attain
mainstreaeing ccepe-tencies and their willingness to provide greater oppertunit

IV. -Der:et-6 of attaireent (ior this/goal, for this year):

ljewer than'10 percent of the faculty involved in teacner educatien programs
will deecnstrate any interest in or aearer,ess of the Feeble:TS involved in
inendeeenting P.L. 94-142. None of these will be willing to assist in
generating solutions.

2. Beteeen DO'and 30 percent of the faculty involved in teacher education pro:raes
will demenstrate interest and awareness of problees.Cte-third of these will
indicate a willingness to participate in solution-seeking activities.

3.i-et:wean 30-abdr7U percent of the faculty invelved in teacher edu:ztion progra:-..s

will demonstrate interest in and awareness of the problems and one-third of these
will indicate a willingness to participate in solution-seeking activities.

4. Between 70 and 90 percent of the faculty demonstrate an awareness of and
an interest in the preblems and one-third of thete will indicate a willingness
to participate in,solutionseeking activities.

5. Between 90 and 100 percent of the faculty involved in teacher education programs
.

will demonstrate areinterest In and awareness of the problees and one-third of
these will indiCate a willingness to participate in solution-seeking activities.

V. Present degree of attainment (where you are now In reaching.this goal):

3r

4

1 4

167



DEttS C.I.tANT PRCJECTS

CENTPAL REc:ION

Z. Coopeteacy Cell: C-4, Structures Project Year: .

11. Specific goal (for.this competency cell, for this year): Goals 11,.f4, and i5

Interdisciplinary (Education and Health Sciences) Project Activiti.is

stimulate faculty members to explore means for improving the structure

of preservice education program delivery.

Activities (used to reach this goal for this year):

1. The College of Education reorganized the year prior to formally initiating the

Deans' Grant Project; the ratrix structure yielded across-department cooperation
to change courses, materials, and cIinical experiences during the Project year one;
conflict a:Johg special, elementary, and secondary education was eradicated through
divisions functioning across departments; matrix unit objectives were intensified.

2. College of Health Sciences and College of Education faculties particiPated in progr
review and conferences; the interdisciplinary Deans' Grant Steering Committee initi

ted, through its structure, a forum for considiring program chance.

Degrees of attain=ent.(ior this goal, for this year):'

1. No plans for changing the structure of preservice education delivery ire under

consideration.

2. Some'departments have considered reorganizing.thernselves to better provide
pre-service teacher education programs; there is debate-but no real change.

3. Secondary and Elementary Education Departments work closely with Special rduca-
tion to consider joint appointments to benefit students through faculty re-

source sharing; Educational Administration and Counseling Departments take

an active role in exchanging units with other faculty members with different

expertise related to the Law.

4.
Education units formalize & collaborative structure for encouraging regular

and continuous exchange of expertise aimed at prepring preservice educators

capable of serving the handicapped well; education faculty members seek oppor-

tunities to work with other human service professionals, "such as those in

health sciences--and vice versa.

5. Human services Professionalsincluding professors and practitioners in educatio

health sciences, mental health, corrections, social work, end otherscollabor

ate in formalizing a new structure for the delivery of preservice to human

services professionals.

V. Present degree of attainment (where you are now in reaching this goal):

1 2 3 4 5
I

I--- -1
l

--)

1

x

i I
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DEANS' GRANT PROJECTS
CENTRAL REGION

j. Coa - field experienceiProject Fifth,petency Cell Curriculum

Specific goal (for this competency eill, forthis year):

Design a new instrument for eValuation of student teachers' performance
in a dual certifiCation (elementary/sPecial edUtation) program. [Project
staff provided consultation'services]

Activities (used to reach this Doal for this year):

1. 'Selected a team of elementary and:sPecial education student teaching
coordinators.

2. Team observed perforMance of dual certificate student teachers in both
elementary and special educatioh setting$:.

3- Team conducted joint seminars.

4. Team requested input fromsuperviSinveacherS.

5. Team designed evaluation instruments.

Dt.bices of atLair,:lent (.or goal fr this ycar):

1. No. student teaching coordinators interested.in collaborating.

Team unable to collaborate.

Observations completed but no instrumenfs designed.

4. P eliminary draft of instrument designed.

5, Design of evaluation instrument completed.

v. Present deurte of attainment' (vharc you arc in re:Jerkin thin-1o2l):,

1 2 3 -. 4

,
411110.04.0111MIN.I.
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DEANS' CRANT PROJECTS
CENIRAL REGION

I. . Competenty Cell: Stulent Co=petencv Knowledegoject Year: TT

.11. Specific goal (for this competency cell, for fhis year):

The student-te.erling seminars
introduce students to the 1E11 process - what jt

is al1 how it functions. For this year, We would like each seminar leader

to cover the infcrmation in the 1E7 idstructional unit.

III.. Activities (used to reach this goal for this year):

Review of mxterials fro= IE? unit for 1978-79.

2. Inservice for all seminar leaders to familiarize the= with revisions

of unit.
3. Availability of Dsan's Grant-personnel for individual conferences to

further assist inddvidual seminar leaders.

4. Availal-dlity of materials to assist seminar leaders in implementing

content.
5.

IV. Degrees of attainment (for this goal, for this year):

1. Not one se---:nar leader follows thrcug= to "teach" students about the IEP

process.

2. Snmeeeminar leaders teas+ the materials th:,roug5Ily, but most skip over

the topic - treating it lig=tly and as though ii has a low priority in

the program.

3. Every seminar leader is,involving their students in the matcrials and

allotting the time to it that the department directed them to do; this

may involve brining in a guest lecturer from Special Education who may

be.more familia' with the IEP process.

4. EN'ery seminar leader who conducts the lessons on IEPs has experienced the

process in the public schools and.enriches the lesson with personal .acco=ts

.of its successes or arranges to bring into the seminar a practicing teacher

who has hi.d the relevant 'experiences to enrich the lesson.

5. Seminar leaiers nssess carefully the degree to which their students acquired

the important concepts of the IEP unit and recycle students into adcational

lessons if found deficient.

V. Present degree of attainment (where you are now in reaching this goal):

2
4 5

-170- 1 9e)



School:

DEANS' GRAM PROJECTS
CENTRAL REGION

I. Competency Cell: Project Year:

Specific goal (for this competency cell, for this year):

III. Activities (used to reach this goal for this year):

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

IV. Degrees of attainment (for this goal, for this year):

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

V. Present degree of attainment (where you are now in reaching thi goal):

2 3 4 5

171 1
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Central Region Deane' Grants

COAL ATTAINMENT

(Sample).

We would like each team to fOrmulate three major goals for the project.

For each goal we would like you to indicate five degrees of attainment.

Degrees of Attainment

I. Most unfavorable outcome thought likely.

2. Less than expected success.

3. Expected leal of success.

4. More than expected success.

5. Best anticipated success thought likely.

Degrees of attainment should be specified in behavioral termt:. For

example, if you were teaching a course, a goal may he that.your students

demonstrate competency on your exams.

I. All students have *scores of C or below.

2. Test scores positively skewed with few A's.

3. Test scores normally distributed.

4. All students get A's and B's on exam.

5. All students get A's on exams.

190
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